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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A priority interrupt system for determining which one 

of a plurality of program routines will be executed by a 
computer system at a particular time. When a plurality 
of program routines are simultaneously requested either 
by internal or external demand signals, the computer 
System executes the requested program routines in an 
order depending upon their relative importance or prior 
ity as indicated by a priority level number assigned to 
each one of the program routines. When one or more 
program routines are requested, the priority level number 
of the program routine in progress is compared to the 
priority level numbers of the requested program routines. 
If one or more of the requested program routines have 
higher priority level numbers, the program routine in 
progress is interrupted and is resumed when all of the 
requested program routines with higher priority level 
numbers have been completed. Certain program sub 
routines are assigned independent priority status to per 
mit those program sub-routines to be shared by the other 
program sub-routines. In order to prevent data developed 
by the shared sub-routines from being lost, the shared 
sub-routines are assigned higher priority level numbers 
than the sub-routines that share those sub-routines. Vari 
ous program routines that could have independent priority 
status are assigned the same priority level number and 
are executed in response to the presence of a specific 
demand signal representing a particular one of those pro 
gram routines. The re-execution of a particular program 
routine in response to a persistent or constant demand 
signal is also prevented until that particular demand signal 
has been removed and reestablished. A patchboard having 
a plurality of patchboard jumpers is used to form one 
or more groups of one or more incoming demand signals 
and to assign each such group of signals the same prior 
ity level number. The actual priority interrupt operation 
is effected via an interrupt control and register means. 

This invention, in general, relates to industrial process 
monitoring systems or other systems wherein the system 
must examine and respond to input data as it arrives, 
instead of merely storing the data for future examination 
and use. In this, they differ fundamentally from most 
business and scientific data processing machines. For 
safety and efficiency, the industrial process monitoring 
system must be available at all times to attend to the 
needs of the process. However, some aspects of the 
invention have a more general application. 
A typical present day industrial process monitoring sys 

tem has an electronic computer system including arith 
metic and memory sections. The memory section usually 
stores various data constants, such as high and low alarm 
or control limits, scale factors, and a multiplicity of pro 
gram routines for carrying out different types of system 
operation demanded by the process being monitored, or 
by various external signal sources such as manual switches 
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and the like. The arithmetic section carries out various 
arithmetic operations called for by the program, such as 
ccmparing the values of the process variables with the 
alarm or control limit values by a subtractive process 
which indicates whether an alarm or control function is 
to be carried out. One of the program routines may be 
a normal basic routine which includes the scanning of 
the various process variables and examining the variable 
values for alarm conditions. The basic routine may be 
momentarily interrupted or modified by the presence of 
various external signals calling momentarily for other 
program routines. The operation of one manual switch, 
for example, may call for a program routine which 
changes the data constants and the operation of another 
switch may call for a program routine which reads out 
the stored data values to a typewriter. 
Where the monitoring system almost simultaneously 

receives a number of manual demands for different pro 
gram routines, the question arises as to the order in which 
these demand signals are obeyed and the manner in 
which the currently active program routine is affected. 
If it is desired that all program routines be carried out 
in an order depending upon the relative importance or 
priority of the routines, the different routines may be 
assigned priority level numbers in accordance with their 
relative importance and the priority level number of a 
routine in progress compared with the priority numbers 
of the program routines whose operation have been 
demanded. The current program is immediately inter 
rupted and replaced by the demanded program routine 
of a higher priority. The point of interruption of the 
interrupted program routine is recorded in memory so 
that it can be later resumed. After completion of all 
demanded program routines of higher priority, the inter 
rupted program is resumed. 
The present invention is a substantial improvement 

over the basic priority interrupt scheme just outlined by 
increasing the flexibility and scope of priority assign 
ment, simplifying the program of the monitoring system, 
and greatly increasing the efficiency of utilization of input 
and output devices normally repeatedly used by the system. 

In accordance with one aspect of the invention, certain 
program operations which are normally part of a larger 
program routine assigned to a single priority level are 
given independent priority status, even though they are 
not directly demanded by external demand signals. For 
example, a program sub-routine which is used in common 
with other program sub-routines is given an independent 
priority status along with the program sub-routines which 
use the common sub-routine. The common or shared 
routine is initiated by a program generated signal, re 
ferred to as a "pseudo' interrupt demand signal, which 
is treated by the monitoring system in the same manner 
as the aforementioned external or manual interrupt de 
mand signals. It is important that the shared routine 
initially operated by a pseudo interrupt demand signal 
from one of the other routines be non-interruptable by 
the other routine or routines which share it. Otherwise, 
data developed by the common shared routine may be 
lost when interrupted by the latter routine. This prob 
lem is overcome by assigning the shared routine a priority 
level which is higher than the program routines which 
could demand its operation. 
The provision of pseudo interrupt demand signals and 

the special program routines operated by them results in 
an overall program of the highest possible efficiency and 
flexibility. The pseudo interrupt demand signal generated 
in a program routine can be used not only to initiate an 
immediate interrupt to a program routine of higher prior 
ity as indicated in the above shared routine example, but 
it can also be used to initiate the later operation of pro 
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gram routines having a lower priority than the currently 
operatetd routine. 

In accordance with another aspect of the invention, 
individual program routines are set up to be initiated by 
"not busy" or "ready' signals from various input or out 
put devices used in the monitoring system so that the 
most efficient use of these devices may be had. For 
example, the scanner or multiplexer which scans the 
process variables are commonly provided with "ready" 
signal generating means for indicating to the computer 
when it is ready to transfer data to the computer or other 
input equipment such as an analog to digital converter. 
The "ready" signal is used as a priority interrupt demand 
signal in the same way as the other discussed priority 
interrupt demand signals so that the scanning routine is 
carried out immediately whenever the other demanded 
routines are of lower priority. Since one of the most 
important functions of a monitoring system is to detect 
alarm values of variables or variables which require 
special control funtions, the prompt operation of the 
scanner becomes of extreme importance. 

In accordance with still another aspect of the invention, 
the current activity of the program routines is visibly in 
dicated by the energization of lamps or other visual in 
dicating means assigned to the respective program rou 
tines. Since many of the routines are carried out in such 
a short time period that a lamp energized for such a 
period would not be visible, means are provided for ex 
tending the period of response of each alarm lamp some 
what beyond the time of occurrence of the program rou 
time involved. The provision of these indicating lamps 
greatly facilitates the operator in his knowledge about the 
operation of the system. For example, program inter 
rupt operations will be indicated by seemingly steady or 
prolonged light indications since the activation of the 
program routines is extended by interrupt operations. 
The activity of uninterrupted program routines are usu 
ally indicated by blinking lamps, that is lights which are 
energized only momentarily. This aspect of the invention 
has application to computer systems generally. 
Where a large number of external program interrupt 

demand signals are involved, it may become impractical 
to assign each routine operated by a demand signal a 
different priority level. The presence of a very large 
number of demand signals and associated independent 
routines of secondary importance can encumber the speed 
of the monitoring system and unduly complicate the 
same. In accordance with another aspect of the inven 
tion, various program routines of secondary priority 
status and which could have independent priority status 
are grouped together in a single routine as sub-routines 
joined together by conditional transfer program steps 
which branch the program to a sub-routine or sub-rou 
tines called for by the external demand signals involved. 
The presence of the latter demand signals are stored and 
a single interrupt demand signal is generated which ef 
fects an interrupt operation to the common routine when 
it is the highest priority routine demanded by the system. 

In addition to the various broad aspects of the inven 
tion just outlined, the invention has many specific as 
pects dealing with specific ways of carrying out these 
broad features. As will appear, some of these specific 
aspects have applications beyond the particular applica 
tions illustrated above. For example, one such aspect 
deals with a unique way for handling and storing in 
formation of the various external and internal interrupt 
demand signals, and for examining the stored informa 
tion. The means for storing this information is referred 
to as an interrupt register. The interrupt register has 
provision for storing markers indicating momentary or 
persisting demand signals and successive demand signals. 
A routine demanded by a persisting demand signal is 
locked out after it completes one cycle of operation. 
Also, a routine which is activated but not completed by 
a momentary signal can be caused to operate a second 
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4. 
time automatically at a later time by the presence of a 
second demand signal. 
The above and other objects, advantages and features 

of the invention will become apparent upon making ref 
erence to the specification to follow, the claims and the 
drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a basic box diagram of a monitoring system 
incorporating hite program interrupt system of the present 
invention; 

FIGS. 2 and 2A together represent a more detailed 
box diagram of the system shown in FIG. 1; 

FIGS. 3, 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D represent an exemplary 
circuit diagram of the program interrupt control and 
register means forming part of the system shown in FIGS. 
2 and 2A; 

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating the manner in which 
IFIGS. 3, 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D can be arranged to form an 
integral circuit diagram; 

FIGS. 5, 5A and 5 B show core circuit diagrams of 
parts of an exemplary Elliott 803 computer to which the 
circuit of FIGS. 3, 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D make connection; 

FIG. 6 identifies the various types of inputs to the core 
circuits of FIGS. 5, 5A and 5B; 

FIG. 7 illustrates a timing diagram which relates to 
certain operations performed in the computer to certain 
operations performed in the program interrupt apparatus 
of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 illustrates the types of information which cir 
culates in the computer operations register; 

FIG. 9 illustrates the arrangement of the bits of in 
formation stored in the interrupt register of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 10 consisting of FIGS. 10(a), 10(b) and 10(c) 
shows the binary code format for the C mask bits stored 
in the computer memory and used to examine and reset 
the contents of the interrupt register: 

FIG. 11 consisting of FIGS. 11 (a), 11(b), 11 (c) and 
11(d) indicates the R mask bit and pseudo mask bit code 
group stored in the computer memory for resetting certain 
R bits in the interrupt register and for initiating pseudo 
demand signals for certain priority levels: 

FIG. 12 shows the format of a typed instruction word 
group stored in the computer memory: 

FIG. 13 is a flow diagram illustrating the clock routine 
which has been assigned priority level No. 1; 

FIG. 14 is a flow diagram illustrating the multiplexer 
input routine which has been assigned priority level No. 2; 

FIG. 15 is a flow diagram illustrating the binary to 
decimal conversion routine which has been assigned 
priority level No. 3: 

FIG. 16 is a flow diagram illustrating the log data 
preparation routine which has been assigned priority level 
No. 4; and 

FIG. 17 s a flow diagram illustrating the operator's 
request routine which has been assigned priority level 
No. 5. 

PART I-GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
Refer now to FIG. 1 which illustrates the use of the 

present invention in connection with a system for moni 
toring process or other variables in a chemical or indus 
trial process. The values of the various variables of the 
process may be detected by suitable transducer devices 
2, such as thermocouples in the case of temperature vari 
ables. The individual electrical outputs of the transducers 
2 are fed to the input of a scanner or multiplexer 4. The 
Scanner 4 can take any one of a number of forms well 
known in the art, but is preferably an electronic diode 
matrix scanner well known in the art which can randomly 
select any transducer input in accordance with control 
signals fed to an input 5 thereof. The output of the scan 
ner 4 is shown connected to the input of an analog to 
digital converter 6 which converts an analog input to a 
binary digital output in a well known manner. The out 
put of the analog to digital converter 6 is fed to a regis 
ter 7 in turn connected to the input of a storage, arith. 
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metic and program means generally indicated by ref 
erence numeral 8. The storage, arithmetic and program 
ing functions carried out by this portion of this system is 
commonly carried out by electronic computers. The 
exact form of the computer forms no part of the present 
invention although, to illustrate the use of the present in 
vention, reference will be made to the model 803 com 
puter manufactured by Elliott Brothers, Ltd. of London, 
England. A disclosure of the circuitry and mode of 
operation of this computer will not be disclosed or ex 
plained in any great detail in this application. However, 
such information is incorporated in a book in the Scientific 
Library of the Patent Office entitled "Handbook for the 
National-Elliott 803 Computer.” Also, a block diagram 
of part of the computer 8 is shown in FIG. 8 and the 
core circutry of those portions of the computer to which 
the interrupt apparatus of the invention is connected is 
shown in FIGS. 5, 5A and 5B. 
Where an industrial process is being monitored, it is 

normally necessary for the safety of the equipment and 
personnel involved to continuously scan for variables 
which are in an abnormal unsafe range. The scanning op 
eration should, therefore, have a relatively high order of 
priority on the use of the computer 8. However, numer 
ous other operations are performed by the monitoring sys 
term other than scanning for abnormal variables, such as 
periodically feeding data on all the variables to an out 
put device 10 which may be an electric typewriter. In 
other words, many demands are made on the computer 8 
other than the demand for handling the signals obtained 
from the transducers 2. Since it takes the scanner 4 a. 
certain finite time to get set to receive new information 
and to feed it to the analog to digital converter 6 or to 
Switch from one point to another, the computer 8 may 
perform other functions while the scanner is getting set. 
Normally, a scanner is provided with means for gener 
ating a signal which indicates whether the scanner or 
multiplexer is ready to receive information from the trans 
ducer 2 and to transmit information to the analog to 
digital converter 6, such signal being fed to the computer 
8 to prevent the coupling of the output thereof of the ana 
log to digital converter, before it is connected or gated to 
the computer input. This signal is sometimes referred to 
as a "not busy" or "ready" signal. In FIG. 1, this sig 
nal is assumed to be present on a line 14 extending from 
the scanner 4. For similar reasons, the output device such 
as the typewriter 10 is frequently provided with means for 
signalling when the output device is busy or not busy, so 
that the computer 8 may utilize the output device when 
it is ready to be utilized and not at other times. In FIG. 
1, this "not busy" signal is assumed to be fed from the 
typewriter 10 on a line 16. 

In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, 
instead of connecting the “not busy" or "ready' lines 
14 and 16 associated with the scanner 4 and output de 
vices directly to the computer, these lines are connected 
to interrupt demand terminals 18-2 and 18-6 of an inter 
rupt control and register means generally indicated bw 
reference numeral 18. These "ready" signals along with 
other demand signals to be described are utilized to ini 
tiate respective program routines stored in the computer 
memory which are assigned different priority levels. Later 
on in the specification, an exemplary detailed description 
will be given of a simplified scanning program routine 
initiated by the “ready' signal from the scanner 4 to 
illustrate the general manner in which the "ready” or "not 
busy" signals are handled. The exemplary monitoring 
system is one which is capable of handling demand sig 
nals for fifteen different levels of priority. The program 
routine initiated by the "ready" signal of the scanner 4 will 
be assigned the second highest priority level No. 2. 

In the exemplary application of the invention to be de 
scribed, the computer 8 is to respond to periodic timing 
signals generated by a timer 20 which, for example, are to 
be counted and stored in the computer memory, and at the 
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appropriate time will initiate a program routine which pre 
pares the scanned data for readout to the typewriter 10. 
These timing signals could, of course, be utilized for 
various other purposes also. The timer 20 has an out 
put line 20' connected to an interrupt demand input 18-1 
of the interrupt control and register means 18 which signal 
will initiate operation of a program routine stored in the 
computer memory which handles this timing signal in a 
desired manner. This program routine must of neces 
sity be given the highest priority level No. 1. 
A number of manual demand switches generally indi 

cated by reference numeral 22 in FIG. 1 are provided to 
initiate certain operations of the computer 8, such as pre 
paring and feeding data stored in the computer memory to 
the typewriter 10, changing alarm set points, etc. In 
the exemplary form of the invention to be described these 
switches respectively initiate simplified program routines 
which prepare all the data values stored in the computer 
memory for readout to the typewriter 10 and to select and 
prepare the highest data value stored in the computer 
memory for readout to an output display unit 10'. Lines 
24 and 24 extend from these manual switches to inputs 
18a and 18b of the interrupt control and register means 
18. It will be assumed that these switches will initiate 
operation of a single shared program routine stored in 
computer memory assigned priority level No. 5. This 
program routine will have serarate sub-routine each for 
carrying out one of the switch operations referred to, if 
the associated switch is momentarily operated. The sig 
nals generated by the manual switches 22 are sometimes 
referred to as C bit demand signals. In the example of the 
invention to be described, up to fifteen different C bit de 
mand signals can be grouped into various combinations. 
The drawings show three signals per group, each group 
sharing one of five possible priority levels. However, by 
adding additional circuits or channels to the circuits to be 
described, all the C bit demand signal could share one or 
more routines. Only the operation of two C bit signaling 
switches sharing one priority level will be described in 
detail since this is sufficient to illustrate this aspect of the 
invention. The operation of any one C bit signaling 
means in each group is effective to generate an interrupt 
demand signal on a line 25 extending from the interrupt 
control and register means 18 and re-entering the same at 
an interrupt demand input 18–5. The interrupt control 
and register means 18 includes a register to be described 
for registering the presence of C bit demand signals as 
'C bit markers' so that, when a shared program routine 
is activated, the program routine can select by a condi 
tional transfer program step particular program sub-roll 
tine or sub-routines which correspond to the C bit de 
mand signal or demand signals which activated the shared 
program routine. The aforementioned register to be 
called the interrupt register also stores information as "A 
bit markers" on interrupt demand signal input terminals 
181-18-15 which receive momentary or persisting inter 
rupt demand signals. There are fifteen C bit marker po 
sitions C1 through C15 in the interrupt register for the 
aforesaid fifteen possible C bit demand signals and fifteen 
A bit marker positions A1 through A15 for the aforesaid 
fifteen possible interrupt demand signals. The numbers 1 
through 15 following the "A" refer to markers for prior 
ity levels 1 through 15. 
The interrupt demand inputs of the interrupt control 

and register means 18 designated by reference numerals 
18-1, 18-2, 18-5 and 18-6 are respectively connected 
to circuits which will record A bit markers for priority 
levels Nos. 1, 2, 5 and 6 respectively. 
The priority interrupt demand signals may be simulta 

neously present on the interrupt signal input terminals 
18-1, 18-2-18-n. The computer 8 cannot respond to 
all of the demand signals at the same time since it is capa 
ble of carrying out only one program step at a time. In 
order to utilize the various input signals to the device 

75 most efficiently, the computer 8 should respond to the 
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interrupt demand signals in order of the importance or est priority level. No interrupt demand signal is neces 
priority of the program routines which they activate. If sary to enter this routine and no A, R, C or B bit markers 
the computer 8 is carrying out a given program routine are associated with this routine, 
assigned a given priority level which is lower than the Tables I and IA illustrate various program routines 
priority level of any other demanded routine, the cur- which will be referred to in describing the operation of 
rent routine should be interrupted so that the higher prior- the present invention, the nature of the signals which 
ity level routines called for can be carried out first. To initiate these routines, and the broad functions carried out 
this end, the interrupt control and register means 18 has thereby. 
stored therein information as R bit markers which in- In accordance with still another aspect of the present in 
dicate the priority level of program routines in progress lo vention, when an interrupt demand signal persists after 
and also of program routine or routines which have been the program routine demanded by it has been completed, 
interrupted and not yet completed. The R bit marker the routine is "locked out' and cannot be re-activated 
for priority level No. 1 is referred to as the R1 bit marker, until the interrupt demand signal disappears and is re 
the R bit marker for priority level No. 2 is referred to as established again. The presence of a B bit marker and 
the R2 priority bit marker and the R bit marker for the the absence of a corresponding A and R bit marker will 
remaining levels are respectively referred to as the R3, cause a lockout operation of the routine involved. (Lock 
R4 . . . R15 markers. These markers are reset, that out of C bit shared routine is not permitted for reasons 
is removed, when their routines are completed. The in- to be explained.) Whenever a routine is completed, if an 
terrupt register and control means also stores C1 through interrupt demand is still present, the associated A bit 
C15 and B1 through B15 bit markers which respective- to marker involved is removed and a B bit marker is set 
ly indicate the C bit demand signals which have not yet which prevents the demand signal involved from effect 
effected a program interrupt operation and the presence ing a subsequent interrupt operation. When the demand 
of successive or persistent interrupt demand signals in signal involved disappears, the associated B bit marker 
conjunction with the associated R bit markers. Interrupt is automatically removed to permit an interrupt opera 
and lock-out operations are controlled by these markers 2 tion when the interrupt demand signal is later re-estab 
in a manner to be described later on in this specification. lished. 

A3E 

Priority live Interrupt domand signais Functions 

(1) inte responsive routine.----------------- Counts time pulses. 
(2) Multiplexer input roulitie--------------- External demand signal every 15 seconds---...------ (1) Reads a multiplexer input. 

Demanded by signal that multiplexer is not busy.: (2) Processes and stores data. 
w (3) Counts nuinier of readings. 

(3) Binary to decimal conversion routine.-:) Egg RNR: E. Y. :- . . . . . . . . . . . Converts binary numbers to decimal form for output. 
(1) Pseudo interrupt, from level every hour------ Processes Stored data for output every hour or when 

(3) Log data preparation routine.------------ 2) Pseudo interrupt, from level 5 if externally derlanded. 
demanded. 

1. C bits produced by manual switches: Examines C hits. If C1, then transfers to log rou 
(5) Operators' requests routine.-------------- ClFDemand log----------------------- - - - tile. If C2, then performs search for highest value. 

C2 = Find and convert largest value. 
() rinter output routine------------------ Pseudoir terrupt. from level 4...-- 
(S) Wisual display output, routine. ... EPseudo interrupt from level 5. 
f). ($) through (15) ---------------- - - - Not used.---------------------- 
(16) Basic routine--------------------------- None---------------------------------------------- Counter idles when no interrupt is demanded. 

Output routine to output device 10 (Typewriter). 
- Output routine to output device 10' (Visual display). 

In accordance with still another aspect of the present TABLE IA 
invention, the interrupt register and control means 18 
control the energization of R bit indicator lamps 19-1 
through 19-15 to indicate the presence of program roll- 45 (1) Time responsive r Initiates Inliltiplexer busy every 5 

Friority level Programmed demands for other levels 

minutes, tines which have been activated but which are not yet (2) Causes pseudo interrupt to cwel 4 
completed. every hour. 

In addition to the various program routines which are (2) Multiplexer input routine. It iseye, if East 
operated directly by the interrupt demand signals on the plexer busy. Otherwise exits, Locking 
terminals 18-1, 18-2, etc., other program routines 50 (3) Binary to decimal conver. 9 level 2, 
set up which are initiated by signals generated within the siol routine. - 
computer 8, which signals are referred to as pseudo in- (i.e. data preparation roul- E.E.E.8. Gu. 
terrupt demand signals. The pseudo interrupt-responsive (5) Operators' requests routine- (E pseudo interrupt to level 4 
routines are assigned distinctive priority levels. These (2) (SEGi'iterrupt to level 3 
priority interrupt signals effectively establish links be- 55 for conversion. The pseudo inter 
tween various program routines and are handled by the rup, to level 8 for output. 
interrupt control and register means 18 in the same way 
as are the other interrupt demand signals fed to the ter- The problem of lockout is avoided in part in the case of 
minals 18-1, 18–2, etc. The provision of pseudo inter- routines demanded by C bit interrupt demand signals. 
rupt signals establishes substantial simplification and flex- 60 because C bit demand signals are not effective to set cor 
ibility in programing. For example, routines can be set responding A bit markers until the C bit demand signals 
up which are used in common by other routines and to disappear. If the C bit demand signals resulted in A bit 
safeguard various intermediate results obtained by the markers during their occurrence, the persistence of one 
common routine, the shared routine is given a higher C bit signal could prevent operation of the shared rou 
priority level than any of the routines which demand its 65 tine by the other associated C bit demand signal. The ab 
operation. In the exemplary form of the invention to be sence of lockout of a C bit initiated routine is prevented 
described, a common shared routine has been assigned also by other features of the invention to be explained 
priority level No. 3 and the routines which demand its later on in the specification. 
operation have been assigned priority levels Nos. 4 and In accordance with still another aspect of the present 
5. The program routine which has been assigned priority 70 invention, the disappearance and re-establishment of an 
level No. 5 is the one operated by the C bit manual interrupt demand signal other than a C bit interrupt de 
switches 22. mand signal during the activation of a program routine 
When the computer 8 is idling, that is, when no inter- will set a corresponding B bit marker instead of an A bit 

rupt demand signals are present, the computer will auto- marker which, upon completion of the routine, will set 
s 

matically carry out some basic routine assigned the low- another A bit marker to effect another interrupt operation, 
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Table II summarizes the various combinations of A, B 

and R bit markers to which the monitoring system of the 
invention responds and the meaning of these combina 
tions. 

PART II-SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION 

(a) Patchboard 30 
Although the interrupt control and register means indi 

cated by box 18 in FIG. 1 may take a variety of forms, 
and could even be partially, at least, incorporated in the 
computer itself, it is preferred that it have the features 
illustrated in the circuit diagram of FIGS. 3 and 3A. To 

Table II 

No demand, level not active. 
Demand marked, level not active. 
level activated, demand signal persists. 
Level activated, demand signal removed. 
Level activated, second demand marked. 
Activity completed, demand signal persists. 
Cannot occur. 
Cannot occur. 

R 
O 
O 
1. 
1 
1 
O 
O 
1. 

aid in understanding the circuitry there shown, a detailed 
box diagram of the interrupt control and register means 
18 is shown in FIG. 2 which indicates the functions of 
various sections of the circuit, the portions represented 
by the boxes in FIG. 2 being indicated by dashed boxes 
in FIGS. 3, 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D. Also, the interconnec 
tion between the interrupt control and register means 18 
and the Elliott 803 Computer 8 are shown by identically 
designated connecting points in FIGS. 3, 3A, 3B, 3C and 
3D, and FIGS. 5, 5A and 5B showing only a part of the 
Elliott Computer disclosed in said "Handbook for the 
National-Elliott 803 Computer." 
The input circuit of the interrupt register and control 

means 18 includes a patchboard 30 (FIG. 3). The patch 
board 30 has a left hand column of terminals to which 
the interrupt demand signaling means are connected, and 
a right hand column of terminals which may be perma 
nently wired to various portions of the circuitry to be 
described. For convenience to the operator in setting up 
the patchboard 30, the left hand column of terminals are 
arranged in different groups. An upper group of five ter. 
minals Nos. 1 through 5 are set aside for "ready' or 
"not busy' interrupt demand signals. Accordingly, the 
scanner "ready" signal input line 14 is connected to ter 
minal No. 3. The line 14 extends from a multiplexer con 
trol circuit 48 (FIG. 3D) to be described in detail later 
on in the specification. The "not busy" signal line 16 of : 
the output device 10 extends to the No. 5 terminal of the 
"not busy" signal terminals. A second group of terminals 
Nos. 1 through 5 is provided for the C bit (or common 
entry) interrupt demand signals which initiate five dif 
ferent program routines assigned five different priority 
levels. The interrupt signal line 25 associated with the C 
bits to be assigned to the switches 22 is shown connected 
to the No. 1 terminal of the common entry terminals. 
The remaining terminals Nos. 1-22 in the left hand col 
umn of terminals referred to as field entry terminals are 
for external demand signals originating outside of the 
computer 8 and the interrupt means 18 other than the 
"ready' or "not busy' interrupt demand signals. Accord 
ingly, the output line from the timer 20 is shown con 
nected to the No. 2 terminal of the field entry terminals 
and manual pushbutton switches 22a and 22b constitut 
ing C bit signaling means are respectively connected to 
the No. 8 and No. 9 field entry terminals. 
The right hand set of terminals of the patchboard 30 

includes a first set of fifteen priority level terminals P1 
through P15 and a lower set of fifteen C bit terminals 
C1 through C15. The upper group of terminals P1 
through P15 are for respectively setting up the aforesaid 
fifteen different priority levels by jumpers applied by the 
operator between these terminals and the left hand col 

5 

O 

20 

30 

40 

60 

5 

10 
umn of terminals except for those connected directly to C 
bit signaling means. Thus, the timer interrupt demand 
signal is caused to operate the program routine assigned 
prority level No. 1 by a patchboard connection 30-1 ex 
tending between the No. 2 field entry terminal and the 
P1 terminal of the patchboard. Similarly, this scanner 
"ready" signal initiates the program routine having the 
Second highest priority by a patchboard conncction 30-2 
extending between the No. 3 "not busy" terminal and the 
P2 terminal. A patchboard connection 30-6 extends from 
the No. 5 “not busy" terminal associated with the “not 
busy" input line from the output device 10 to the sixth 
priority level terminal P6. 
The field entry terminals connected to the C bit signal 

ing means, such as the manual switches 22a and 22b, are 
not connected directly to the priority terminals P1 through 
P15. Rather, they are connected by patchboard connec 
tions like 30a and 30b to the C bit terminals C1 through 
C15 which lead to circuitry to be described which set up 
C bit markers. The C bit signaling means which is to set 
a C1 bit marker is connected to the C1 terminal, as is 
the manual switch 22a. The manual switch 22b which is 
to set up a C2 bit marker is connected by a patchboard 
connection 30b to the patchboard terminal C2. As previ 
ously indicated, the line 25, which has an interrupt de 
mand signal fed thereto when either or both switch 22a 
or 22b is operated and then released, is connected to 
Egy level terminal P5 by a patchboard connection 

(b) Interrupt register 33 
The presence of C bit demand signals on the C bit 

terminals C1 to C15 respectively result in the storing of 
corresponding C bit markers in an interrupt register 33 
(FIG. 3A) forming part of the interrupt register and con 
trol means 18, and the presence of interrupt demand sig 
nals on the priority level terminals P1 to P15. respec 
tively result in the storing of corresponding A bit markers 
in the register 33. As illustrated, the register 33 is a cir 
culating register comprising two pairs of bistable shift 
register elements 33-2 and 4 and 33-8 and 10 Separated 
by nickel delay lines 33-6 and 33-12. The circulating 
register is designed to handle sixty bits of binary informa 
tion which continuously circulate in the register. The 
information bits are shifted in the bistable shift register 
elements 33-2, 33-4, 33-8 and 33-10 by means of clock 
shift pulses fed into one or more shift lines 33-13 and 
33-14. These clock shift pulses which are available in 
the Elliott 803 Computers are generated each basic time 
unit which is six micro-seconds in the Eliott 803 Com 
puter. Each clock pulse shifts information in the asso 
ciated bistable elements one position in the circulation 
interrupt register. One hundred and twenty ( 120) such 
unit times represent one word time of the Elliott com 
puter. 
The first fifteen bits of information circulating clock 

wise in the interrupt register are the A and C bit markers 
arranged alternately in the manner shown in FIG 9, 
namely the A1, C1, A2, C2, A3, C3-A15 and C15. The 
next fifteen bits circulating in the interrupt register are 
the R and B bits arranged thusly: R1, B1, R2, B2, R3, 
B3-R15 and B15. For the purposes of explaining the 
operation of the interrupt register of the present inven 
tion, it should be understood that at every word time of 
the computer during a time period referred to as an 
entry cycle and lasting thirty time units (T1 through T30) 
information is gated into the interrupt register 33. The 
next thirty time units T31 through T60 are devoted to 
what is referred to as a scan cycle where the information 
in the interrupt register is scanned to determine whether 
an interrupt of the current program is required. In terms 
of computer time, time T1 for the interrupt apparatus is 
actually time T78 for the computer and, unless otherwise 
stated, the reference to timing is in terms of interrupt 
rather than computer time. FIG. 7 illustrates the relative 
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timing of the entry and scan cycles and certain operations 
carried out by the computer. 
At time T1, the A1 and C1 markers will respectively 

be entered in the shift register elements 33-4 and 33-2 
by feeding a “1” binary state signal to the "set A" and 
"set C" inputs of the shift register bistable elements 33-4 
and 33-2. The shift register bistable element 33-4 has 
an "A" output line and an "A" output line. When a 
marker is present in this bistable element, it will be 
assumed that the "A" output will have a "1" binary state 
signal thereon and the A output line will have a '0' 
binary state signal thereon. If no marker is set in this 
bistable element, the output lines A and A will respec 
tively be in a 'O' and '1' binary state. The shift register 
bistable elements 33-2, 33-10 and 33-8 respectively have 
pairs of output lines C-C, R-R and B-B. The underlined 
output lines (, IR and I, as in the case of output line A, 
will have "1" and "O' binary state signals thereon when 
a marker is respectively absent and present in the asso 
ciated bistable elements. The C, R and B output lines 
have opposite binary state signals than their underlined 
companion output lines. At time T1 and every odd time 
T3, T5, etc. up to time T29 the binary signals on the 
output line pairs A-A C-C, R-R and B-B will indicate 
the presence or absence of the correspondingly identified 
A(n/2--1-2), C(n/2--1-2), R(n/2--/2) and B(n/2-H/2) 
markers (n is 1, 3, 5, 7, etc. for times T1, T3, T5, T7, 
etc.). The delay lines 33–6 and 33-12 each inserts a 
28 time unit delay so that the presence or absence of 
A, C, R and B bit markers at the odd times T31 to T59 
during the scan cycle will be indicated by the output 
conditions of the bistable elements at the opposite side 
of the circulation register, namely respectively by the 
output line pairs R-IR, B-13, A-A and C-C. The bistable 
elements 33-10 and 33-8 respectively have "set R and 
"set B lines which set markers in the associated bistable 
elements when '1' binary state signals are fed thereto. 
The bistable elements 33-4, 33–2, 33-10 and 33-8 re 
spectively have reset C, A, R and B lines which reset or 
remove the markers stored in the associated bistable ele 
ments when " ' binary state signals are fed thereto. 

(c) Interrupt demand signal sampling gate 
circuit 34 (FIG. 3) 

Connecting lines A1, A2, A3-A15 respectively extend 
from priority level terminals P1 through P15 of the patch 
board 30 to respective "and" gates 34-1, 34-2, 34-3- 
34-15 of a sampling gate circuit 34. Time pulse lines 
T1, T3, T5-T29 respectively extend to the "and" gates 
34-1, 34-2, 34-3-3-4-15. The aforesaid time pulse lines 
respectively extend from correspondingly identified out 
puts of a timing shift register 35 (FIG. 3B) synchronized 
by a timing pulse fed from the computer 8 on a line S26. 
The pulse occurs at computer time T74. Outputs T1, T2, 
T3 T60 are taken from the different stages of the shift 
register to provide timing pulses respectively at interrupt 
times T1 to T60. A common connection 35-1 is also 
made to all the outputs T1 to T29 to provide on one line 
pulses at times T1 to T29. A common connection 35-2 
is also made to all the odd numbered outputs T1, T3, TS, 
etc. between times T1 to T30 to provide on a single line 
all the odd time pulses during each entry cycle. A similar 
connection 35-4 connected to all the even numbered out 
puts T2, T4, T6, etc. between times T1 to T30 to provide 
on a single line all the even time pulses during each entry 
cycle. A last common connection 35–3 is made to all 
the odd numbered outputs T31, T33, T35, etc. between 
times T31 to T60. 

If an interrupt demand signal is present on line A1 
extending to the “and” gate 34-1 at time T1, a T1 timing 
pulse will open the gate to pass the interrupt demand 
signal to output line 34-1a of the gate. Likewise, at time 
T3, if an interrupt demand signal is present on the line 
A2, the gate 34-2 will be open to provide an interrupt 
signal to output line 34-2a of the gate. In effect, the 
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gates 34–1, 34–2 . . . 34-15 scan the priority level ter 
minals P1 to P15 at the odd times during each entry cycle 
to determine the presence or absence of priority interrupt 
demand signals thereon. The outputs of the "and" gates 
34-1 . . . 34-15 respectively extend to an "or" circuit 
34-16 which provides a signal at the output thereof when 
ever an input signal is present on any of the input lines 
referred to. The output of the "or' circuit 34-16 ex 
tends to one of the inputs of a second "or" circuit 40-2 
forming part of a status gate circuit 40 (FIG. 3A). 

(d) Pseudo interrupt demand signals and setting of 
A bit markers 

As previously indicated, some of the priority levels are 
activated by pseudo interrupt demand signals which are 
generated by the program stored in the computer 8. In 
a manner to be explained, when a particular program 
routine calls for a pseudo interrupt to a particular level, 
a time signal will be generated at a time corresponding 
to the priority level of the routine to be activated. As 
previously indicated, time signals T1, T3, T5, etc. are 
utilized for gating interrupt signals connected to the 
priority level terminals P1 to P15. For program routines 
to be initiated only by pseudo interrupt signals, the 
priority level terminals corresponding to the priority levels 
of these routines are not connected to the input side of 
the patchboard 30 and so are inactive or unused. To 
initiate by pseudo interrupt a program routine having a 
priority level n, the computer program generates a time 
signal at time 2n-1 fed to an input line S23 of an "and" 
gate 40-7 shown in FIG. 3A forming part of a status gate 
circuit 40. The point of connection of this line to the 
computer (as are other connections to be referred to) 
is shown by a correspondingly numbered point (S23) in 
FIG. 5. FIGS. 5, 5A and 5B show parts of the Elliott 
computer disclosed in the aforesaid handbook. 
The "and" gate 40-7 also includes two additional input 

lines respectively identified as “F 75 6144" and "T1 
through T29 odd." The line F 75 6144 is shown also 
in FIG. 3D as one of four output lines in a decoding gate 
circuit generally indicated by reference numeral 41. The 
decoding gate circuit 41 receives various signals from the 
operations register section 8 of the Elliot computer 
shown in box form in FIG. 2A and in circuit form in 
FIGS. 5 and 5A indicating the presence of various in 
structions and conditions in the computer. For exam 
ple, when a computer program step calls for a pselldo 
interrupt operation, a portion of the operations register 
will have a pseudo interrupt instruction or order therein 
indicated by the code number 75 6144. This code num 
ber will appear in a function register 8–2 (FIGS. 2A and 
5). The other instruction or order code numbers which 
control operations in the interrupt apparatus 18 are 
72 1024 which requires that the interrupt register 33 be 
Tead into the accumulator portion of the operations regis 
ter, and code number 75 4096 which requires that se 
lected R and C bits in the interrupt register 33 be reset. 
The presence of order 72 1024 in the function register 
8-2 will be indicated by pulses on output line F 72 1024 
and the presence of order 75 4096 will be indicated by 
the presence of pulses on output line F 75 4096. (The 
presence of pulses constitutes a "i" binary state, which 
must be present on all input lines of each "and" gate 
to open the gate.) The various connections from the 
decoding gates 41 to the Eliott computer are shown 
by various line connections identified by the letter S fol 
lowed by a number which, as above indicated, appear in 
the circuit diagram of the Elliott computer of FIGS. 5 
and 5A. As shown in FIG. 3D, the decoding gate circuit 
41 comprises a series of “and” gates 41-1, 41-2, 41-3, 
41-4, 41-5, and 41-6 whose inputs are connected in vari 
ous combinations to the function register 8–2 and an 
address register 8-3 in the Elliott computer to sense the 
presence of the order numbers involved. 
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The T1 to T29 odd input line 35–2 of the "and" gate 
circuit 40-7 receives all of the odd time pulses in the 
entry cycle time period T1 to T30. It is thus apparent 
that the "and" gate 40-7 has a pulse output whenever 
the computer calls for a pseudo interrupt operation and 
a priority level time pulse is fed to the input line S23. 
The output of the “and" gate circuit 40-7 is fed to the 
aforesaid "or" circuit 40-2. It is apparent that the out 
put of the "or" circuit 40–2 when a pseudo interrupt 
operation is called for is a pulse at an odd time T1 through 
T29 depending upon the priority level of the program 
routine involved. 

All interrupt demand signal pulses which set A bit 
markers are fed through the "or" circuit 40-2. A pulse 
present on any of the input lines of the "or" circuit pass 
through the circuit to an output branch line 40-3 extend 
ing to one of the inputs of an "and" gate 40-6. The 
odd time priority level pulse involved will appear in the 
output of the "and" gate 40-6 provided that a "1" binary 
state signal is fed to all the other input lines of the 
“and” gate, namely on the lines V., R and B. The R and 
the B input lines of the gate circuit 40-6 extend to the 
similarly identified output lines of the R and B bit inter 
rupt register bistable elements 33-10 and 33-8. These 
output lines have a "1" binary state when the R and B 
markers are not present during the odd times T1 through 
T29. The connection to the R line is made because 
when an R bit marker is present in the R bit bistable 
element 33-10, the Routput line will have a "0" binary 
state indicating that the program routine involved was 
previously activated making unnecessary the setting of 
the corresponding A bit marker. The “0” binary state 
signal will prevent the opening of the "and" gate 40-7 
to prevent setting of and A bit marker. When a B bit 
marker is present in the B bit bistable element 33–8, this 
indicates that the program routine involved is to be 
locked out which is effected by inhibiting the setting of 
an A bit marker for the priority level involved. The B 
line connection obtains this result since it has a "0" binary 
state signal when a B bit marker is not set in the bistable 
element 33-8 during the odd time involved. The V 
input line of the gate 40-6 extends to the V output line 
of an inhibit bistable 42-1 (FIG. 3C) forming part of 
what will be referred to as a priority scanner circuit 42. 
A “1” binary state signal is present on they output line 
of the bistable circuit 42-1 except during an interrupt 
operation where entry of information into the interrupt 
register is inhibited for about two word times to prevent 
interference with the interrupt operation by newly fed 
information. 
The output of the "and" gate 40-6 extends to the “set 

A" input line of the A bit interrupt register bistable ele 
ment 33-4 so as to set A bit markers corresponding to 
the priority levels which are demanded by the pseudo 
and external interrupt demand signals involved. 

(e) Setting of C bit markers (FIGS. 3 and 3A) 
Lines C1, C2'-C15 extend respectively from the 

patchboard terminals C1, C2-C15 to the inputs of "and" 
gates 36-1, 36-2 . . . 36-15. The latter gates have in 
put timing lines T1, T3-T29 from the timer shift regis 
ter 35 respectively extending thereto. These timing lines 
respectively receive pulses during the odd times T1, T3 
T29 of each entry cycle. In effect, the patchboard ter 
minals C1 through C15 are scanned during the odd time 
periods of the entry cycles to determine the presence of C 
bit demand signals. When such signals are detected, 
properly timed output pulses appear on output lines 
36-1, 36-2" . . . 36-15' of the gates 36-1, 36-2 . . . 
36-15. The latter lines extend to an “or" circuit 36-16 
which provides pulses on an output line CW thereof at 
the entry cycle odd times corresponding to the patch 
board terminals C1 to C15 receiving C bit demand sig 
nals. The output line CW connects with a branch line 
40-9 within the status gate circuit 40 which branch line 
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extends to one of the inputs of an "and" gate 40–10. A 
line C extends to the other input of the latter "and" gate, 
the line C extending to the correspondingly identified out 
put line of the C bit interrupt register bistable element 
33-2. As previously indicated, during the successive odd 
times T1, T3, T5, etc., the information in the bistable ele 
ment 33-2 will respectively be the C1, C2, etc. bit marker 
information. When a C bit marker is not present in the 
latter bistable element during these odd times, a "1" 
binary state signal will appear on the output line C which 
will open the gate 40-10 to allow a C bit timing pulse to 
appear in the gate output which is connected to a "set C" 
line leading to the correspondingly identified output line 
of the C bit interrupt register bistable element 33–2. 
The presence of an output pulse on this "set C" line will 
set a C bit marker corresponding to the odd time in 
volved. 

(f) Generation of interrupt signal from 
C bit demand information 

The circuit shown in FIG. 3A is designed so that a 
priority interrupt demand signal will not be generated 
until the setting of the C bit marker and the disappear 
ance of the C bit demand signal involved for reasons 
previously explained. To this end, an inverter circuit 
40-8 is used which provides on an output line CW a 
binary state signal opposite to the binary state signal at 
the input thereof. The output line CW of the "or' cir 
cuit 36-16 extends to the input of the inverter circuit 
40-8 so that a "1" binary state signal appears at all times 
on the output line CW except when a C bit demand sig 
nal is present on the scanned patchboard terminals C1 
through C15 during the odd times of each entry cycle. 
The output line CW of the inverter circuit 40-8 ex 

tens to one of the inputs of an “and” gate 40-12. The 
latter gate has another input to which a C line is con 
nected extending to the C output line of the C bit inter 
rupt register bistable element 33-2, which has a “1” binary 
state signal whenever a C bit marker is present during 
the odd times of an entry cycle. Whenever a C bit marker 
is present, therefore, a "1" binary state signal will appear 
on the C line extending to the “and” gate 40-12 to effect 
a "1" binary state signal on an output line C-Cw of 
this gate, provided a similar signal appears on the input 
line CW. The latter situation occurs, as above explained, 
at all times except during the odd time periods, when a C 
bit demand signal is present on the patchboard terminals 
C1 through C15 being scanned at a given instant. When 
a C bit demand signal disappears, as by the release of 
manual pushbutton 22a or 22b, a persisting “1” binary 
state signal appears at the output of inverter circuit 40-8 
which is gated through the gate 40-12 when the corre 
sponding previously set C bit marker reaches the inter 
rupt register bistable element 33-2. The resulting pulse 
on the output line C-CW is fed to (FIG. 3B) one of the 
inputs of a number of three input “and” gates 38-6, 38-7, 
38-8, 38-9 and 38-10 associated with a C bit grouping 
gate and register circuit 38 to be described which gener 
ates interrupt demand signals on one or more output 
terminals T11 through T15 depending on the number of 
priority levels to be activated by the C bit demand sig 
nals which were established on the C bit patchboard ter 
minals C1 to C15. 
The C1 to C15 C bit demand signalling means, such as 

the C1 and C2 bit switches 22a and 22b, may be ar 
ranged or grouped in any one of a number of different 
ways to establish up to five different priority levels or 
routines. To this end, a patchboard 32 is provided hav 
ing a left hand column of terminals C1', C2'-C15' to 
which timing lines T1, T3, T5-T29 respectively extend to 
provide timing pulses occurring respectively at the odd 
times of each entry cycle. The patchboard 32 has a 
right hand column of terminals arranged in groups of 
three, namely terminal groups Cn 1a-Cn1b-Cn1c, Cn2a 
Cn2b-Cn2c . . . Cn5a-Cn5b-Cn5c. These five groups 
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of terminals, sometimes called priority level grouping ter 
minals, are respectively for the five different priority lev 
els to which the various C bit demand signals can be as 
signed. As previously indicated, each of the C bit de 
mand signals are assigned C bit numbers 1 through 15 
by means of the patchboard connection 30a, 30b, etc. 
made to the C1 through C15 terminals of patchboard 30, 
and each of these C bit numbers has associated therewith 
a ggiven odd time T1, T3, or T15 within an entry cycle. 
The timing lines T1, T3, etc. connected to the patchboard 
terminals C1' through C15' correspond to these same 
time assignments. The various C bit demand signals are 
assigned to any of the five different priority levels by 
means including patchboard jumpers like 32-1a and 32 
1b extending from the patchboard terminals C1' and 
C2'. These jumpers are shown extending to the ter 
minals Cn 1a and Cn 1b associated with the first group 
of terminals because they are to share the same program 
routine. They could have been connected to different 
terminal groups if they were to activate different routines 
shared by other C bit signaling means (not shown). 
The various lines extending from the Cn terminals of 

each of the aforesaid groups extend to a different "or" 
circuit 38-1, 38-2, 38-3, 38-4 or 38-5. Thus, timing 
pulses will appear at the output of the various 'or' gate 
circuit 38-1, 38-2 . . . 38-5 depending on the connec 
tions of the grouping jumpers. Respective output lines 
38-1 through 38-5' extend from the "or" circuit 38-1 
through 38-5 to one of the inputs of respective three input 
"and" gates 38-6 through 38-10. One of the other inputs 
of the latter gates are also connected in common to the 
C-CW line of the "and" gate 40-12 of the status gate 
circuit 40 which provides a '1' binary state signal dur 
ing the entry cycles following the release or disappearance 
of a C bit demand signal as a C bit marker enters the C 
bit bistable element 33-2 of the interrupt register. In the 
absence of an R bit marker for a given shared routine, the 
"and" gates 38-6 through 38–10 which is associated with 
the C bit signal involved which has disappeared and which 
still has a C bit marker in the interrupt register will open 
to initiate an interrupt demand signal. Each of the "and" 
gates 38-6 through 38-10 includes an additional input 
line extending to a common II line extending to a flip-flop 
circuit 42-35 in the aforesaid priority scanner circuit 42 
(FIG. 3C). The line I has a “1” binary state signal 
which prepares the gates involved for opening only when 
the flip-flop circuit 42-35 is reset. At other times it has 
a "0" binary state signal. The latter circuit is reset except 
during the activation of a computer program step which 
calls for the resetting of C and R bit markers in the in 
terrupt register (or a pseudo interrupt operation). Dur 
ing these instances the gates 38-6 through 38-10 are 
closed temporarily to terminate all C bit interrupt demand 
signals for several word times. When a C bit sub-routine 
is completed and the program has called for the resetting 
of a C bit marker, the presence of a second C bit marker 
for the priority level involved could result in the con 
tinued presence of a C bit interrupt demand signal and 
the corresponding A bit marker during the next scan and 
entry cycles which would lockout the shared routine in 
volved. In a manner to be explained, the U line connec 
tion prevents re-establishment of a corresponding C bit 
interrupt demand signal on the terminals T11 through T15 
until the corresponding A bit marker is reset. Then, the 
presence of an unacted upon C bit marker in the interrupt 
register will initiate a new interrupt demand signal which 
will be effective to cause an interrupt operation at the 
proper time. 
The outputs of the "and" gate circuits 38-6 through 

38-10 are connected to delay units 38-6' through 38-10' 
respectively, which add a 1 unit time delay. Thus, if the 
delay units receive a pulse at time T1, they will deliver a 
pulse at time T2. The outputs of the delay units are re 
spectively connected to the set inputs of flip-flop (bistable) 
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circuits 38-11 through 38-15. The outputs of these and 
other bistable circuits will be separately identified by ref 
erence letters or numbers which are sometimes underlined 
and sometimes not. The reference characters which are 
not underlined identify outputs which have "1" binary 
state signals when the flip-flop circuits involved is set and 
a '0' binary state signal when the circuits are reset. The 
reference characters which are underlined identify out 
puts which have "0" binary state signals when the circuits 
are set and '1' binary state signals when the circuits are 
reset. The flip-flop circuits 38-11 through 38-15 have 
outputs 38-11 through 38-15 which respectively are con 
nected to said terminals T11 through T15. Thus, when 
ever a C bit demand signal disappears, the flip-flop circuit 
associated with the assigned priority level grouping ter 
minals will be in a set condition and the associated ter 
minal T11, T12 . . . or T15 will have a "1" binary state 
signal which is an interrupt demand signal. Each of the 
used flip-flop terminals T11 through T15 (only terminal 
T11 is used in FIG. 3) is connected with a different pri 
ority level patchboard terminals P1 through P15 by means 
of a line like line 25 which extends from the terminal T11 
to the No. 1 common entry terminal of the patchboard 30. 
As previously indicated, the patchboard connection 30–5 
extends between the latter terminal and the P5 priority 
level terminal of the patchboard. 
The flip-flop circuits 38-11 through 38-15 are individ 

ually reset to cancel the interrupt demand signals on 
the associated terminals T11 through T15 when the com 
puter program calls for the resetting of the C bit markers 
involved. To this end, a series of two input "and" gates 
38-24 through 38–28 are associated repectively with the 
flip-flop circuits 38-11 through 38-15. The outputs of 
these “and" gates are respectively fed to the reset inputs 
of these flip-flop circuits. The “and” gates 38–24 through 
38-28 each has an input connected to a reset A (to reset 
C bit) line extending from the correspondingly identified 
output of "and" gate 40-25 of the status gate circuit 40 
(FIG. 3A) where operation will be described in a sub 
sequent section of the specification. Suffice it to say, a 
pulse ("l" binary state signal) will appear on the reset A 
line during the even times of each scan cycle whenever a 
computer program calls for the resetting of a particular 
Cn (or Rn) bit marker and a corresponding C bit marker 
signal is fed by the computer at time T2n to the status 
gate circuit in a manner to be explained. The "and" gates 
38-24 through 38-28 have respective inputs connected to 
the outputs of the associated "or" circuits 38-1, 38-2, 
38-3, 38-4 and 38-5 through one time unit delay means 
38-17, 38-18, 38-19, 38-20 and 38-21 which respectively 
provide output pulses at the times dependent on the C 
grouping connections made on patchboard 32. In the 
circuit of FIG. 3B since only C bit terminals C1' and 
C5' are connected by patchboard connections to the "or" 
circuits, namely "or" circuit 38-1, the output of delay 
means 38-17 will have pulses at time T2 and T10 (T1 
and T9 plus one time unit) which will reset flip-flop 38-11 
only when the corresponding C1 or C5 markers is being 
fed by the computer to the sampling gate circuit 40. 
Thus, if this occurs, flip-flop circuit 38–11 will be reset 
to cancel an interrupt demand signal T11 for seven word 
times until the "0" binary state signal on the input line 
of "and" gate 38-6 disappears. In the meantime, the 
corresponding A bit marker is reset. If a second C bit 
marker exists in the same grouping, a second interrupt 
demand signal will be generated and the corresponding 
A bit marker set. 
(g) Feeding of C and A digits to computer (FIG. 3A) 
The C and A digits in the interrupt register 33 are fed 

to the computer during the operation of a program routine 
operated by C bit demand signals. The manner in which 
the computer handles the C and A digits will be described 
later on in the specification. The means for feeding the 
C and A digits from the interrupt register include an "and" 
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gate 40-13 forming part of the status gate circuit 40. 
The "and" gate has input lines extending from the output 
of a one time unit delay means 40-13. The input of the 
delay means is connected to the output of "and" gate 
40-12 where a pulse (“I” binary state signal) appears 
each time a C and A bit marker is present in the interrupt 
register bistable element 33-2 during the odd times of the 
entry cycle period T1 through T30, provided no C bit 
signal is present in the outputs of the sampling gates 36–1, 
36-2-36-15 at the instants involved. The delay means 
40-13 delays an odd time pulse one basic time unit to 
make an even time pulse so that the C and A digits are 
fed in the computer at the proper time. 

The “and” gate 40-13 has a second input line identified 
as line F 72 1024 which represents the computer order 
number requiring the reading of the interrupt register 
C and A bis into the computer. The line F 72 1024 ex 
tends to the correspondingly identified output line of the 
decoding gate circuit 41 (FIG. 3D). As previously indi 
cated, a continuous series of pulses will be present on the 
line F 72 1024 when the gate member involved is present 
in the function and address registers, respectively, of the 
operations register of the computer. These pulses are 
Synchronized with the timing pulses operating upon the 
interrupt apparatus 18. Consequently, when the order 
number F 72 1024 is active, pulses will appear in the out 
put of the “and” gate 40-13 which will appear at the 
times when the interrupt register bistable element 33-2 
have C and A bit markers during an entry cycle. The 
output of the "and" gate 40-13 is connected by a line 
40-13' to a point in the computer identified by reference 
character S22 (FIG. 5). 

(h) Resetting A and R bit markers and setting and 
resetting B bit markers (FIG. 3A) 

When a particular priority interrupt demand signal 
disappears, it is useful to reset the corresponding A bit 
marker provided the program routine involved has begun 
(i.e. is activated). Otherwise the A bit marker is retained 
To this end, a three input “and” gate 40-14 is provided. 
One of the inputs extends to an output line 40-15' of an 
inverter circuit 40-15 whose input is connected to the out 
put of the "or" circuit 40-2 which has an output any time 
a demand priority interrupt signal is scanned. The out 
put of the inverter circuit thus has a "1" binary state in 
the absence of an interrupt demand signal and will have a 
"O' binary state when an interrupt demand signal is 
scanned. 
The second input to the "and" gate 40-14 extends to the 

R output line of the interrupt register bistable element 
33-10 which contains the R bit information during the 
odd times of an entry cycle. Thus, when a particular R 
bit marker is present in bis bistable element indicating 
that the program routine involved is activated, the "1" 
binary state signal will appear on the output line R to 
prepare the gate circuit 40-14 for opening when the inter 
rupt demand signal involved disappears. 
The third input to the "and" gate 40-14 is a T1 to 

T29 odd input which, like the other similarly identi 
fied lines, has timing pulses during the odd times of T1 
through T30, of the entry cycle. It is thus apparent that 
the gate 40-14 will be opened to feed a properly timed 
pulse to the output of the gate which extends to the input 
of the A bit bistable element of the interrupt register to 
reset an A bit marker. 

If a second interrupt demand signal appears for a par 
ticular priority level before completion of the associated 
program routine, the presence of such a second demand 
will be indicated by the setting of a corresponding B bit 
marker in the interrupt register. To this end, an "and" 
gate circuit 40-17 is provided having three inputs. One 
of these inputs is fed by a line 40-3' extending to the 
output of the "or" circuit 40-2 which provides a signal 
pulse indicating a “1” binary state whenever a priority 
interrupt terminal P1 through P15 is scanned indicating 
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the presence of an interrupt demand signal. The second 
input to the “and” gate circuit 40-17 is fed by an R line 
extending to the corresponding identified output of the 
interrupt register bistable element 33–10 which has a "1" 
binary signal thereon when the program routine identified 
therewith has been activated but not yet completed. 
The third input to the "and" gate 40-17 is a line A ex 

tending to the correspondingly identified output line of the 
interrupt register bistable element 33-4 which provides 
a pulse whenever an Abit marker is present therein which 
is during the odd time periods T through T29. When 
the gate 40-17 is opened, a "1" binary state signal will 
appear at its output extending to the "set B" input line 
of the interrupt register bistable element 33–8. Thus, the 
reoccurrence of a particular demand signal before an acti 
wated program is complete will result in the setting of a 
corresponding B bit marker. 
When the program routine of a priority level having a 

B bit marker is completed, the B bit marker is reset and 
immediately a corresponding A bit marker is set. To this 
end, an “and” gate circuit 40-19 is provided having three 
inputs. One of the inputs is fed by a line B extending to 
the correspondingly identified output of the interrupt 
registerd bistable element 33-8 which provides during the 
odd timing intervals T1 through T29 a “1” binary state 
signal when a B bit marker is present therein and a "0' 
binary signal when no binary bi marker is present therein. 
A second input is fed by a line A extending to the corre 
spondingly identified output of the interrupt register ele 
ment 33-4 which provides a “1” binary state signal during 
the odd times of the period T1 through T29 when no A 
bit marker is present therein in a "0" binary state sig 
nal when an A bit marker is present. The third input is 
fed by a line P extending to the output of an "and" gate 
40-26 which in a manner to be explained, has an output 
pulse (“1” binary state signal) during the resetting of the 
corresponding R bit marker at an old time during the 
entry cycle. Thus, the "and" gate 40-19 is opened when 
an A bit marker is absent and a B bit marker is present 
during an R bit reset operation. The opening of the gate 
provides a pulse at the odd time of the entry cycle assigned 
to the priority level involved, which pulse is fed to the 
reset B line of the interrupt register bistable element 33-8 
and to the set A line of the interrupt register bistake ele 
ment 33-4. An isolating diode 40-19' is provided to 
prevent feedback of pulses from the set A line to the reset 
B line. 
The resetting of the C and R bit markers involves the 

feeding of a binary code group in the computer (accumu 
lator) serially to an “and” gate 40-21 forming part of the 
status gate circuit 40. At interrupt time T1, the first or 
least significant bit of the code group to be described is 
fed to an input line S23 of the “and” gate 40-21. This 
input line connects with the computer circuitry at point 
S23 in FIG. 5. The code group referred to, which is ob 
tained from the computer memory when a program step, 
requires the resetting of the R or C bit markers in the 
interrupt register. When a C bit is involved, the code 
group will contain a “1” binary bit in the 2n position 
thereof where n is the number of the C bit involved. The 
least significant bit position of the code group is assumed 
to be position No. 1. Where an R bit is involved, the code 
group will contain a "1" binary bit in the 2n minus 1 posi 
tion, where n is the number of the priority level involved. 

It will be recalled that during the odd times in an entry 
cycle, that is during T1, T3-T29 odd, the R bit markers 
will be in the R bit bistable element 33-10. Also, during 
the even times during an entry cycle, namely times T2, 
T4-T30, the C bits will be in the A bit bistable element 
33-4. Accordingly, to reset an Rn marker a pulse must 
be fed to the reset R line of the bistable element 33-10 
during time 2n-1. To reset a C marker, a pulse must be 
fed to the reset A line of the A bit bistable element 33-4 
during time 2n. This is accomplished automatically by 
feeding the aforementioned C and R reset code group 
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from the computer to the S23 input of the "and" gate 40 
21 serially beginning at time T1. 
The gate 40-21 has a second input line F 75 4096 which 

extends to the correspondingly identified output line of the 
decoding gate circuit 41 which, as previously indicated, 
will have pulses when the computer program calls for a 
reset interrupt operation. The output of the and gate 
40-21 extends through a branch line 40-21 to one of the 
inputs of an "and" gate 40-25. The latter gate has another 
input line T1-T30 even extending to the correspondingly 
identified output line 35-4 of the timer shift register 35. 
The output of the “and" gate 40-25 is connected hy a 
reset A line to the correspondingly identified line of the 
A bit bistable element 33-4. It is apparent that a pulse 
will appear at the output of the "and" gate 40-25 during 
an entry cycle at the proper time to reset the anpropriate 
C bit marker called for by the computer program. 

Another branch line 40-2' extends from the output of 
the "and" gate 40-21 to one of the inputs of an 'and 
gate 40-26. The gate has another input line T1-T29 odd 
extending to the correspondingly identified output line 
35-2 of the tinner shift register 35. A pulse will thus ap 
pear in the output of the "and" gate 40-26 at the roiler 
tine to reset in R hit marker in the interrupt register. The 
output of the latter gate is connected by a reset R line to 
the correspondingly identified line of the R bit bistable 
element 33-1(). 

(i) Lockout operation (FIG. 3A) 
When a demand signal persists heyond the completion 

of the associated program routine, as previously indicaid 
this routine is prevented from being operated again until 
the demand signal involved disappears. This is to prevent 
a continuing signal from effecting a multiplicity of oper 
ations of the same routine when only one is obviously 
needed. To this end, an "and" gate 49–23 is provided 
having three inputs. One of these innut lines is fed by 
said line P which is pulsed during the resetting of each R 
bit marker. The second input is fed by a line I extend 
ing to the correspondingly identified output fine of the in 
terrupt register bistable element 33-8 which provides 
during the odd time periods from 1 to T29 a binay 
state signal when the B hit inaiker is not present and a “O'” 
binary state signal when the B bit marker is present. 
The third input is fed by a line A extending to the cor 

respondingly identified output of the interrupt register ele 
ment 33--4 which provides a "1" linary signal when an A 
bit marker is present therein and a 'O' binary state sig 
nal when an A bit marker is absent. Thus, the “and” gate 
circuit 40-23 will provide an output pulse whenever a 
program reset oneration is involved and the corresponding 
A bit marker is present but thc B bit marker is not present. 
This pulse in the output of the latter gate is fed to "set 3 
input line of the interrupt jegister bistable element 33.8 
which will result in the setting of a B bit marker during 
the odd times involved. A pulse present in the output of 
the "and" gate 40-23 is also effective to reset the corre 
sponding A bit marker by means of a reset A line extend 
ing to the correspondingly identified input to the interrupt 
register bistable element 33-4. An isolating diode 40-23' 
is provided to revent feedback of pulses from the reset A 
line to the set B line. 
As will appear, the presence of a B bit marker and the 

absence of an R bit marker for the corresponding priority 
level will lock out the associated program routine from 
operation. 
The B bit marker representing a persisting demand sig 

nal is reset whenever the associated demanti signal disap 
pears. To this end, an "and" gate circuit 40-24 is pro 
vided which has three inputs, One of these inputs is fed 
by a TI-T29 odd input line where the odd time pulses 
appear during each entry cycle. A second input is fed 
by a line R extending to the correspondingly identified 
output of the interript register hist able element 33-1() 
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marker is not present during the odd time periods of an 
entry cycle and a “0” binary state signal when an R bit 
marker is present. The third output is fed by the A-Reg. 
output of the inverter circuit 40-15 which has a '1' binary 
state signal thereon when a demand signal is not present 
on the scanned priority level patchboard terminals P1 
through p15 and a "0" at other times. Thus, the gate cir 
cuit 40-24 will be opened during the absence of a piority 
demand signal and the absence of an R bit marker indi 
cating the completion of a program routine. The output 
of the gate 40-24 extends to the reset B input line of the 
in terrupt register bistable element 33-8. 

(i) Resetting R bits, priority level Scanning and 
interrupt operation (FIG. 3C) 

The setting of a R bits in the interrupt register is 
carried out in a circuit referred to as a priority Scanner 
circuit 42. The priority scanner circuit scans the A and 
R bits in the interrupt register starting with those bits 
of the highest priority level and, upon detection of the 
highest priority. A bit marker coinciding with the cor 
responding absence of an R bit marker indicating that 
the priority routine involved has not yet been activated, 
initiates a program interrupt operation so that the com 
puter will carry out the highest demanded priority level 
routine. If the program being carried out by the com 
puter at a given instant is of a highest priority order 
relative to any routine which has been demanded, an 
interript operation will not take place. 
The priority Schner operates to carry out its scanning 

function during the odd times T3 to T59 of the scan 
cycle, that is during the time period immediately following 
each entry cycle. This is illustrated in FIG. 7. 

The circuitry for the preferred form of the priority 
Scanner is illustrated in FIG. 3. This circuit inclides 
an “and” gate 42.2 having three inputs. One of these 
inputs is fed hy a T31 to T59 odd input line extending 
to the correspondingly identified output of the timer 
shift register 35, the line having pulses only during the 
odd times between 31 through T59. During these 
periods, it will be recalled that the C and A hit infor 
mation will be present in the B and R bit interrupt reg 
ister his liable elements 33-8 and 33-10, respectively, and 
the R hit and B bit information will be respectively in 
the A and C hit interrupt register elements 33-4 and 
33-2. During the odd times of each scan cycle, there 
fore, the contents of the his able elements 33-4 and 
33–10 in list be examinect to determine the presence or 
absence of R and A bit markers. To this end, the “and" 
gate 42-2 has an input line R extending to the corre 
spondingly identified output line of the R bit interrupt 
register bistable element 33-4 which indicates the status 
of the A bits during the odd times referred to. The and 
gate 42-2 also has an input line A extending to the cor 
respondingly identified output line of the A bit interrupt 
register bistable element 33–4 which indicates the status 
of the R bit information during the odd times involved. A 
'l' binary state signal will thus appear on the R and A 
output lines during the odd times of each scan cycle when 
an A bit marker is present and an R bit marker is absent 
in the bistable elements involved. It is apparent that at 
time T31 the AI and R1 bit information is examined, and 
during the Subsequent odd times the successively lower 
priority level A and R bit information is examined. 

If the "and" gate 42-2 senses the absence of an R bit 
marker and the presence of an A bit marker before the 
Scanner reaches a priority level whose routine is presently 
activated, a priority interrupt operation will be carried 
out. To this end, the output of the “and" gate 42-2 is con 
nected by a line 42-2 to one of the inputs of an “ind' 
gate 42-4. The latter gate has two additional input lines, 
One being input line () which extends from the corre 
spondingly identified output of an interrupt control flip 
flop circuit 42-6. The Q output provides a “1” binary state 
signal when the flip-flop circuit is in a reset condition and 
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a "0" binary state signal when the flip-flop circuit is in a 
sct condition. In a manner to be explained, the flip-flop 
circuit 42-6 is, in general, reset every two word times of 
the computer by the Hit pulse referred to above. The ex 
ception is when an interrupt operation occurs which ini 
tiates almost immediately a resetting of the flip-flop circuit 
42-6. 
The “and” gate circuit 42-4 has a third input line 

42-7' extending from the output of an “and” gate 42-7 
having three input lines S23, S15 and G6 B. The latter 
“and” gate is for the purpose of preventing an interrupt 
operation when certain portions of the computer are 
busy. The input lines S23 and S15 extend to the corre 
spondingly identified points in the computer core circuitry 
shown in FIGS. 5 and 5B. The G6 signal is generated 
by a combination of gates forming part of the decoding 
gate circuit 41 (FIG. 3D) and which are connected to 
the computer core circuitry of FIGURE 5 in the manner 
indicated by the “S” connections, These busy signals on 
these lines extending to the “and” gate 42-7 occur infre 
quently relative to the total operating time of the computer 
and so do not affect the proper operation of the interrupt 
system. 

Suffice it to say, normally, the “and” gate 42-7 will 
provide a “1” binary state signal on the output line 42-7 
thereof, thereby preparing the “and” gate 42-4 for opening 
when the other two lines Q and 42-2 have a “1” binary 
signal thereon. When the need for an interrupt operation 
is detected by the “and” gate 42-4, a “1” binary signal will 
appear on the output line 42-4' thereof which extends to 
the set input of a flip-flop circuit 42-9. The presence of a 
pulse on line 42-4 will set the flip-flop circuit 42-9. The 
latter circuit has an output line f which will have a "1" 
binary state signal when the flip-flop circuit is set and a 
'O' binary state signal when the circuit is reset. The flip 
flop circuit also has another output line f which will have 
a “1” binary state signal when the flip-flop circuit is reset 
and a “0” binary state signal when the circuit is set. Before 
an interrupt operation is initiated, the flip-flop circuit 42-9 
will be in a reset condition where the output line f thereof 
has a "l' binary state signal. The output line f extends to 
one of the inputs of an “and” gate 44-13 in the counter 
and gate circuit 44. This gate controls the feeding 
of count pulses during the odd times T31, T33 T59 
of each scan cycle appearing on a T31-T59 odd input line 
extending to the correspondingly identified output of 
the timer shift resister 35. The output of the “and” gate 
44-13 extends to the input of a conventional five stage 
scale of two binary pulse counter 44-15. For illustrative 
purposes, it will be assumed that the binary counter 44-15 : 
comprises a series of cascaded bistable circuits with out 
put lines 2-0, 2-1, 2-2, 2-3 and 2-4 which have “1” when 
the associated bistable circuits are set. The counter is 
initially set to the count of 5 at the beginning of each scan 
cycle by one or more reset “and” gates 44-16 which has 
one input f extending to the correspondingly identified 
output of gate 42-9 and an input T30 extending to the 
T30 output of the timer shift register 35. The num 
ber 5 corresponds to an address location in the com 
puter memory where a priority order for priority level 
No. 1 is located. The priority orders for the fourteen 
next highest routines are in memory address locations 
6-19. The priority orders transfer the program to 
different address blocks in the computer memory where 
the instructions of the rest of the program routines in 
volved are located. When an interrupt operation is ini 
tiated, and the flip-flop circuit 42-9 is reset, the output 
line f will have a “0” binary state signal which will close 
the gate 44-13 to frceze the count in the counter 44-15 
until the flip-flop circuit 42-9 is reset. 
The output line f connects with a branch line fit lead 

ing to the input of an “and” gate 44-11. This gate also 
has an interrupt time signal input line which receives a 
pulse from the computer regularly a given time interval 
after each scan cycle and before the next entry cycle, such 
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as, time T72 indicated in FiG. 7. The actual point of con 
nection of this line into the computer circuit is shown 
by the reference character S24 which corresponds to the 
similarly numbered point of connection shown in the 
computer circuit diagram of FIG. 5A. Thus, when the 
need for a program interrupt operation is present indi 
cated by a “1” binary bit signal on the input line f1, the 
latter being a continuous binary signal rather than a pulse 
signal, the interrupt operation will take plate during the 
next generated interrupt pulse on the line S24. Then, a 
"E' binary state signal wit appear on at output line Et of 
the "and" gate 42-1 which ol trut line extends to one 
of the inputs of gates 44-0, 44–1, 44-2, 44-3 and 44-4 
forning part of a gate and counter circuit 44. The latter 
gates have other inputs extending to the output lines 2-0 
to 2-4 of the counter 44-15. These gate circuits will pass a 
composite binary signal to output lines S 19-0 through 
Si9.4 extending to correspondingly identified points of the 
address register 8-3 of the con putter 8 (FEGS. 2A and 5A) 
which is tha core memory address in the computer nem 
ory 8-5 where is located the priority order which will 
initiate the program rottinc involved. This will be ex 
plained in more detail herei after. The output line Et is 
also connected by a connection S25 to a control unit 8–4. 
(FIG. 2A) in the computer to inhibit entry of another 
address in the address register. 
The output line Et of the “and" gate 42-11 has con 

rected thereto a branch line Ft-1 extending to f he set 
input of the flip-flop circuit 42-1 previously referred to. 
The flip-flop circuit 42-1 has an output line which has 
a “1” hinary state signal when the circuit is reset and a 
“0” binary state signal when the circuit is set. Accord 
ingly, during an interrupt operation, the output line will 
have a “0” binary state signal which will prevent the set 
ting of the A bit markers in the interrupt register during 
the next two entry cycles due to its connection to the II 
input of “and” gate circuit 40-6 in F.G. 3. The flip-flop 
circuit is reset automatically every two word times by a 
reset line IIt extending to a point S18 in the computer 
core circuitry (FIG. 5A). 
The output line C also extends to one of the inputs of 

an “and” gate 42-22. When an interrupt operation has 
been initiated, the presence of a "0" binary bit signal at 
this input will prevent interference with the current in 
terrupt operation by a manual Switch 42-24 which may 
be normally operated by an operator to n revent subse 
quent interrupt operations when desired. The switch 42 
24 is a grounded switch extending to a second input of 
the “and” gate 42-22. When the switch 42-24 is closed, 
and an interrupt operation is not presently being initiated, 
a “1” binary state signal will appear on the output of the 
latter gate which will pass through an “or' circuit 42-26. 
The output of the "or" circuit extends to the reset input 
of the flip-flop circuit 42-9 normally to inhibit the set 
ting when the switch 42-24 is closed. The 'or' circuit 
42-26 has another input fed by the It line extending to 
computer connection S18. The presence of an It pulse 
every two word times will pass through the latter 'or' 
circuits to reset the flip-flop circuit 42-9. 
When an interrupt operation has taken place and a 

corresponding program routine has begun, it is, of course, 
necessary to set a corresponding R bit marker in the in 
terrupt register to indicate that this routine has been ac 
tivated. The setting of the R bit marker is carried out 
by means of an “and” gate 42-27. This "and" gate, as 
will appear, will effect the setting of an R bit marker dur 
ing the word time following the initial interrupt operation 
to avoid interference with the interrupt operation. The 
“and” gate 42-27 has one input 42-4 extending to the 
output of the “and” gate 42-4 which senses the A and R 
bit status requiring interrupt at an odd time during a 
scan cycle. The “and" gate 42-27 has a second input 
extending through a one time unit delay means 42–29 
to the f output of the flip-flop circuit 42-9. The "1" 
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steady state binary state signal appearing at the output f 
when a first interrupt operation for a priority level oc 
curs at an odd time and the delay means 42-29 delays 
this one time unit so that the “1” binary state signal ini 
tially appears at the input of the "and" gate 42–27 at an 
even time to miss the interrupt pulse fed to the other in 
put thereof from gate 42-4 occurring at the odd time 
before. However, during the interrupt operation occur 
ring the next word time, both inputs of the and gate 
42-27 will have '1' binary state signals momentarily and 
a pulse will appear in the output of the latter gate. The 
output of this gate is connected to the "set A' input line 
of the interrupt register his table element 33-4 which has 
the R bit information therein of the priority level in 
volved during the odd times of the scan cycle. Because 
of the particular circuit logic involved, the reset opera 
tion requires that a given interrupt operation be repeated 
the following scan cycle. It will be recalled that the flip 
flop circuit 42-6 was set to initiate an interrupt operation. 
The output of this circuit will then have a “0” binary 

state signal which would prevent the opening of the “and” 
gate 42-4 necessary to initiate a new interrupt operation. 
The Second or new interrupt operation referred to is pos 
sible because of the flip-flop circuit 42-6 is reset during the 
word time of the first interrupt by the signal fed thereto 
through the 'or' circuit 42-34 by lines Et2 and Et-1. The 
second interrupt operation will then be initiated as the 
"and gate 42-4 senses again the presence of the A bit 
marker and the absence of an R bit marker to be Sct dur 
ing the Scan cycle involved. 
As previously indicated, when the priority Scanner cir 

cuit 42 scans a priority level which is currently activated 
and not complete prior to the Scanning of a demand sig 
nat requiring a new interrupt operation, the scanner will 
be inhibited from carrying out an interrupt operation for ; 
the remainder of the scanning cycle involved. To this 
end, an "and" gate 42-29 is provided having an input 
line T31- T59 odd extending to the timing register 35 so 
as to provide puscs at all of the odd times during each 
scan cycle. The atter "and" gate has an input line A 
which extends to the correspondingly identified output 
of the interrupt register bistable element 33-4 which gives 
the status of the R digit information during the odl time 
periods involved. Accordingly, if an R bit marker is 
present indicating that the priority level involved is cur 
rently active, a '1' binary state signal will appear in the 
output of the "and gate 42-29 which is fed to 'or' cir 
cuit 42-31 which passes the signal to the set input of the 
aforementioned flip-flop circuit 42-6. The setting of the 
flip-flop circuit 42-6 will result in a '0' binary state sig 
nal in the output thereof which will prevent the open 
ing of the 'and' gate 42-4 necessary for initiating an in 
terrupt operation until the gate is reset two word times 
later in a manner to be explained. (AS above indicated, 
the flip-flop circuit 42-6 is in effect an interrupt inhibit 
circuit when it is in a set condition.) 

Normally, the resetting of the interrupt inhibit flip 
flop circuit 42-6 is under control of an 'and' gute 42-33 
having an output 42-33' feeding an input of 'or' circuit 
42-34. The "and' gate 42-33 has an input line which 
extends to the connecting point S18 which receives from 
the computer a pulse every two word times. The other 
input of the "and gate 42-33 extends from the output 
of a one unit time delay means 42-38 whose input is 
connected to a line I extending to the correspondingly 
identified output of a flip-flop circuit 42–35. When the 
flip-flop circuit 35 is reset, a '1' binary state signal 
will appear at the output I and when it is set a "0" 
binary state signal will appear thcreat. Normally, the 
flip-flop circuit 42-35 is in a reset condition initially 
obtained by an It pulse appearing on a reset input 
line it connected to said point S18.The resulting steady 
'1' binary state signal keeps the gate 42-33 open So 
that the It pulse fed thereto will pass through the 
gate and the 'or' circuit 42-34 to reset the flip-flop 
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circuit 42-6 and permit a new interrupt operation every 
two word times. 

In a manner to be explained, the flip-flop circuit 42-35 
serves to inhibit an interrupt for three to four word 
times under two conditions of operation of the interrupt 
system. One of these conditions is the actual carrying 
out of a pseudo interrupt operation and the other is the 
resetting of the R and C digits in the interrupt register 
under the control of the computer program. Accord 
ingly, the flip-flop circuit 42-35 has a set input line ex 
tending to the output of an "or" circuit 42-36 having 
input lines F 75 4096 and F 75 6144 extending to the 
correspondingly identified outputs of the decoding gate 
circuit 41 (FIG. 3D). The order numbers 75 4096 and 
75 6144 respectively represent the computer orders for 
R or C reset operation and a pseudo interrupt operation. 
By means of the decoding gate circuit 41, a "1" binary 
state indicating pulse appear on the input lines F 75 4096 
and F 75 6144 when the computer program respectively 
calls for these operations. The resulting "1" binary bit 
signal appearing at the output of the "or" circuit 42-36 
will set the flip-flop circuit 42-35 to provide a "0" binary 
bit signal on the output line at thereof. This will close 
the gate circuit 42-33 to prevent the next Ht pulse from 
resetting the interrupt inhibit flip-flop circuit 42-6, until 
the flip-flop circuit 42-35 is reset. It should be recalled 
that the flip-flop circuit 42-6 will be set each word time 
by either an interrupt operation or by the Scanning of 
an R bit marker associated with the program routine 
currently in operation. Also, the setting of the flip-flop 
circuit 42 6 will provide a “0” binary bit signal in the 
output line () which will prevent the opening of the 
interrupt "and gate 42-4. The first I It pulse fed to the 
“and gate 42-33 after the setting of the flip-flop circuit 
42-35 will not open the “and" gate 42-33 to permit re 
setting of the gate 42-6 because of the presence of the 
“0” binary state signal on the other input line II thereof 
at the instant of receiving this pulse. However, this 
same It pulse is fed to the reset input of the flip-flop 
circuit 42-35 which will reset the same. The delay 
means 42-38 delays the feeding of the reset “1” binary 
state signal to ensure that the next (rather than the 
present) It pulse will open the gate 42-33 and reset 
the flip-flop circuit 42-6. Since the IIt pulses occur every 
two word times, it is apparent that the presence of the 
order numbers 75 4096 or 75 6144 will result in a four 
word time inhibit of an interrupt operation. 

(k) Display of R bit markers (FIG. 3A) 
As previously indicated, another aspect of the inven 

tion relates to the display on indicator lights 19-1 to 
19-15 of the activation of various program routines ap 
proximately as they occur. It should be understood, 
however, that the time of occurrence of many of the 
program routines will be such a short period that an 
operator could not see the momentary flashing of the 
indicator lights involved. Accordingly, control circuits 
are provided for the lamps to expand the time during 
which an indicator lamp will be lit so that the operator 
can see the flashing of the light. The indicating lamp 
circuit involved is shown at the bottom of FIG. 3A and 
is indicated generally by reference numeral 46. The 
activation of a program routine is determined by ex 
amining the R bit markers in the interrupt register 33. 
To this encl, the R bit indicator circuit is provided with 
a series of 'and' gates 46-1, 46–2, 46-3 . . . 46-15, 
one for each priority level handled by the monitoring 
system. These 'and' gates have a common input line 
R cxtending to the correspondingly identified output of 
the interrupt register bistable element 33-10. The "and" 
gates 46-1 through 46-15 respectively have second input 
lines identified as timing lines T1, T3, TS-T29 which 
respectively receive timing pulses from the timing reg 
ister 35 at the odd times during the entry cycles. During 
these odd times, the R bits stored in the interrupt register 
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will be in the shift register bistable element 33–10 so 
that “1” binary state signals will appear on the outputs 
of those gate circuits 46–1, 46-2 . . . 46-15 for the 
activated programs. The outputs of each of the "and' 
gates 46-1 through 46-15 respectively extend to the 
set inputs of respective mono-stable (i.e. one shot multi 
vibrator) circuits respectively indicated by reference nu 
merals 46-1', 46-2, 46-3' 46-15'. As is well 
known, a mono-stable circuit is one which is normally 
in a reset state and when triggered by a set signai stays 
for a fixed period in a set state and then automatically 
returns to its normal reset state. The mono-stable cir 
cuit, for example, may each be made of a pair of tran 
sistors or vacuum tubes, one of which is in a highly 
conductive state and the other of which is in a relatively 
non-conductive state during its reset condition. When 
the circuit is set, these conductive states momentarily 
reverse. The associated indicator lamps 19-1 through 
19-15 may be placed directly in the plate or load cir 
cuits of the transistor or vacuum tube which is in a 
conductive state during the set condition of the mono 
stable circuit, or can be controlled by a relay located 
in these plate or load circuits. The length of time the 
mono-stable circuits remain in a set condition is adjusted 
to occur for a time period sufficient to be seen by an 
operator. 
When a given program routine is interrupted so that 

the program routine remains activated (although not 
currently operating because of the interrupt operation), 
the R bit marker indicating signals will probably appear 
at the output of the gate circuits 46-1 to 46-15 for a 
very large number of entry cycles and the associated lamp 
would be lit for an appreciable time. A light remaining 
on will thus indicate an interrupted program. 

(1) Elliott 803 computer 
Before explaining exemplary program routines which 

illustrate applications of the invention, it would be help 
ful briefly to outline some of the conditions in and fea 
tures of the Elliott 803 computer which are necessary 
to the easy understanding of many of the individual 
program steps of the routines. It should be understood, 
however, that the broad concepts of the present inven 
tion are usable with practically all present day electronic 
computers. The Elliott 803 computer has been selected 
for purposes of illustration only. 
The Elliott computer, as is common with most up to 

date electronic computers, operates with programs stored 
in the computer memory in the form of binary code groups 
representing numbers calling for different operations of 
the computer. These numbers are referred to as instruc 
tions or orders. In the monitoring system application of 
the invention being described the computer memory also 
stores in binary coded form information such as variable 
values, counter values, variable constants and the like. It 
will be assumed that the computer memory has storage 
locations grouped to form storage blocks in which related 
information is stored. The individual storage locations 
are identified by address numbers. As previously indi 
cated, in the exemplary form of the invention being de 
scribed, the so called priority orders for priority levels 
1-15 are stored in a "block" having address numbers 
5-19. To simplify the identification of storage locations, 
the bulk or remainder of the orders or instructions for the 
five routines to be explained in detail are stored in respec 
tive storage blocks having address numbers in the 100's 
(priority level 1), 200's (priority level 2), 300's (priority 
level 3), 400's (priority level 4) and 500's (priority level 
5). The values of the scanned variables are stored in a 
block having address numbers 1000 (plus n (n being the 
identifying number of the points or variables involved). 
These values are in straight binary form. For readout 
to an output device like typewriter 10, it is usually neces 
sary to convert the binary numbers to binary decimal 
coded numbers which are stored in a block having address 
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numbers 2000 plus n where the binary digits are grouped 
to represent the different decimal digits. Various storage 
positions within each priority block are used to store 
binary bit code groups for resetting the associated R and 
C bit markers, for setting pseudo interrupt demand signals, 
and for one of the routines, for unlocking a locked out 
routine. Still other storage positions within the priority 
level block are used to store binary bit code groups repre 
senting a number identifying the point in the program 
routine which was interrupted by the program routine 
having the priority level involved and the contents of a 
part of the computer (referred to as an accumulator) at 
the time of the program interruption. 

Each of the storage positions of the Elliott computer 
can accommodate 39 binary bits. Where the information 
stored represents only a single useful number, such as a 
data value, data constant or the like, a straight binary 
code of the 39 digits involved is utilized to indicate the 
number involved. However, where the information repre 
sents program instructions, the 39 bits are arranged into 
sub-groups which respectively represent five different num 
bers or informational elements. The 39 instruction bits 
will be referred to as an instruction word group. An 
instruction word group comprises two instruction words 
each formed of two numbers representing respectively a 
two digit function or order number and a four digit ad 
dress number. Between the two groups of binary bits rep 
resenting the two instruction words is a binary bit repre 
Senting what will be referred to as a B-line identifying 
bit. The format of an instruction word group is shown 
in FIG. 12. For "basic orders," the address number nor 
mally identifies a location in storage upon which the op 
eration called for by the order number is to be carried 
out. In arithmetic operations, an operation is normally 
performed on two numbers, one of which is in a Storage 
location of the computer memory identified by the ad 
dress number and the other of which is a number stored 
in the computer accumulator which is a register for hold 
ing information temporarily. 
The Elliott computer is designed to carry out the in 

struction words 1 and 2 in the order named, the carrying 
out of each instruction word taking one word time of the 
Computer, which as above explained, is 720 micro-seconds 
or 120 time units. For "basic orders," the computer nor 
mally carries out the instructions word groups located in 
Successively numbered locations in storage. Provision is 
made, however, for transferring to remotely spaced stor 
age locations to obtain the next instruction word group. 
These are obtained by transfer orders. Table III shows 
examples of basic, transfer and miscellaneous Orders 
which are utilized in exemplary programs to be described. 
The table also shows the nature of the operations per 
formed on the information in the storage location of the 
address of a basic order instruction word and in the con 
Puter accumulator, and the contents of the storage loca 
tion involved and the accumulator after completion of a 
given order. The letters A and S refer to the information 
stored respectively in the accumulator and in the Storage 
location involved prior to the carrying out of the opera 
tion involved. 

During each word time of the computer, three different 
basic types of operations are performed in sequence. Dur 
ing the approximately first third of each word time, the 
address of the next instruction word is prepared and in 
Serted into the address register. The middle third of each 
word time is taken up in examining one of the instruction 
Words fed to the instruction register and the third portion 
of each word time is taken up in responding to or carry 
ing out the instruction word involved. The relative timing 
of these portions of each computer word time and of the 
entry and Scan cycles carried out by the interrupt appara 
tus previously described is illustrated in FIG. 7. 
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TABLE II.-EXEMPLARY ORDERS USED IN ELLIOTT 803 COMPUTER 

Order 
Instruction type code Operation 

Conteats after order 
Storage Acculilillator 

(){} 
()2 
(33 
() 
(). 
() 
1) 
2 
22 
2. 
27 
30 
O 

44 

41 

45 

i)o nothing------...--- 
Replace ald (Quilt.- ... . . . . . . 
(ill:e (Extract c(t) into its) 
Ald-------- 
Slit tract.---------------------- 
Negate an : - - 
Exchange 
Writo 
(t}uilt i 
(eir stor 
Sutract frolin stor Replace---------------------- 

Basic Orders.---------------- 

illustruction of Word. 

T instruction of worl. 
f:\Sle OS.----------. clinuliator legative. 

acculinulator legative. 
42 

55 
72 

Clinulator Zero. 

M1 is collicot is oriers-------- 
75 

device identified by address 

A ------------- S 

Transfer control uncolilitionally to first ---------------- 
Transfer control uncoalitionally to second ---------------- 
Transfer control to first illstr 'is) if a.C.- ... ----------- 

Transfer colltrol to secoil instruction if ...------------ 

Transfer control to first instructioli i? at:----------------- 

Shift up 1 tilles, single length ---------------------------- 
SE''ific clewice inputs it is :::till or -...---------. 

(address specifies the device). 
Coltents of accumulator into specified -- 

The computer also has a register referred to as a se 
quence counter register (SCR) which contains a number 
representing the storage location at which the current 
instruction word group is to be obtained. As previously 
described, the program routines usually progress in ac 
cordance with the instructions in successively numbered 
storage locations. The sequence counter register also has 
a bit which identifies whether the instruction word to be 
carried out is the first or second instruction word of the 
instruction word group involved. 

in the exemplary program routines to be disclosed here 
inafter, the presence of a B-line marker bit (identified by 
"/") will modify the address number of the second in 
struction word in the instruction word group involved by 
adding thereto the number stored in the storage location 
identified by the address number of the first instruction 
word in the group. 

In the Elliott 803 computer, the aforementioned se 
quence counter register, instruction register and the ac 
cumulator are not fixed storage points but are moving 
storage points created by the circulation of 120 binary 
bits in a circulation register also referred to as the opera 
tions register. The operations register is indicated gen 
erally by reference number 8-1 in FIG. 2A. The bits ad 
vance one position each basic time unit (6 micro-Sec 
onds), taking 120 time units or one word time to com 
plete the circulation of the contents thereof once. Distrib 
uted through the 120 bits of the circulation register are 
bits representing the aforementioned sequence counter 
register, the instruction register and the accumulator 
which respectively utilize 1.4 bits, 39 bits and 39 bits 
respectively of the 120 circulating bits (FIG. 8). Conse 
quently, when it is stated that an instruction word group 
is fed to the instruction register, these 39 bits which are 
circulating in the operations register are replaced by a new 
instruction word group. Likewise, when information is 
fed to the accumulator, the 39 bits circulating in the op 
erations register are replaced by the new accumulator in 
formation. 
As shown in FIG. 2A, the operations register includes 

an arithmetic unit 8-1 a through which the contents of 
the operations register frequently pass, shift unit groups 
8-1b. 8-1c and 8-1d, and one or more delay lines 8-1e. 
During a given word time, the function or order num 
ber of the currently operative instruction word is gated 
into the previously mentioned function register 8-2, and 
the address number is gated into the previously men 
tioned address register 8-3. The operation performed by 
the computer during a word time is determined by a con 
trol unit generally indicated by reference numeral 8-4 
which responds to the numbers stored in the function reg 
ister 8-2 and the address register 8-3. It will be recalled 
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that when an interrupt operation is effected, the address 
of the appropriate priority order instruction is fed into 
the address register 8-3. At this time, it is also necessary 
to send a signal (Et) to the control unit 8-4 to prevent 
entry into the address register 8-3 of an address currently 
circulating in the operations register. 
When an instruction word is given to read information 

into the accumulator, the computer automatically gates in 
formation into the operation register to set the accumula 
tor bits to the new information. To read the contents of 
the accumulator out of the operations register to the inter 
rupt apparatus, connections are made at point S.23 (FIG. 
5A) to a point in the operations register where the least 
significant bit of the accumulator will be located at inter 
rupt time T1, 
As previously indicated, the Elliott 803 computer core 

circuitry of Fl(GS. 5, 5A and 5B need not and will not 
be described in this specification. The operation of the 
Filliott 803 computer is explained in the aforesaid Hand 
book. Suffice it to say, the circles shown in these figures 
represent conventional rectangular hysteresis core ele 
ments arranged on gates, bistable and shift register stages. 
The meaning of the various input and output connections 
symbols to each of the core elements is illustrated in 
FIG. 6. 

(m) Computer operations performed in connection 
with a program interrupt operation 

It will be recalled that when the priority scanning cir 
cuit 42 detects the need for an interrupt operation, an 
address is transferred to the computer address register 
8-3 which will result in the feeding of a priority order 
instruction in the corresponding address in the computer 
memory into the operations register. Each of the priority 
orders (as indicated by the exemplary orders shown in 
FIGS. 13 through 17) includes two instruction words, 
the first of which stores the sequence counter register 
number in the operations register at the time of a program 
interruption in the first storage location of the priority 
level block of the interrupting program routine. As pre 
viously indicated, the sequence counter register number 
in the operations register identifies the point in the pro 
gram which was interrupted by a demand for the opera 
tion of the program routine of higher priority. The sec 
ond instruction word transfers control of the program 
to the instruction word group in the second storage loca 
tion of the priority level block of the interrupting pro 
gram routine which carries out a program step which 
transfers the accumulator contents to a storage location 
in the priority level block of the interrupting program. 
When a program routine is completed, an exit sub-routine 
will restore the sequence counter number and the ac 
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cumulator contents of the interrupted program to the 
operations register. 
The format of the storage in the computer memory for 

the priority level blocks for priority levels 1-5 is outlined 
in subsequent portions of the specification. 

Each of the priority level blocks in the computer 
memory has stored in one of its storage locations binary 
coded bits for resetting the associated R bit marker in 
the interrupt register when the particular program routine 
is completed. This group of binary coded bits is referred 
to as the Rn mask bit digits, where "n" is the priority 
level involved. The format for this R reset code group 
is shown in FIGS. 11a through 11d for exemplary levels 
3, 4, 7 and 8. Each group of mask bit digits includes 
'0" binary bits in all 39 bit positions except the position 
2n-1 (the lowest number position being the least signifi 
cant or right hand bit position). This has a "1" binary 
bit which is the reset bit. Thus, the “1” binary reset bit 
for prority level 1 is in the first or right hand bit posi 
tion, for priority level 2 in the third bit position from 
the right, for priority level 3 in the fifth position from 
the right, etc. When an Rn bit marker is to be reset, 
the Rn mask bit digits are read into the accumulator. At 
time T1 interrupt time, the first bit of the Rn mask bit 
digits in the accumulator is fed to the terminal S23 of 
the operations register (FIG. 5A) connected to one of 
the inputs of "and" gate 40-21 of the interrupt appara 
tus shown in FIG. 3A. At interrupt time T2, the Sec 
ond bit in the accumulator will be fed to this point at 
interrupt time T3 the third bit, etc. It will be noted that 
with this timing the connections of the status gate circuit 
40 are such that the R bit markers in the interrupt register 
will be reset. 

In a manner to be shown, the R1 mask bit digits are 
used to switch the scanner or multiplexer 4 to point No. 1. 
For those program routines which are demanded by 

C bit signals, groups of Cn mask bit digits are stored in 
the priority level block involved for resetting the Cn. 
markers in the interrupt register at the appropriate time. 
The format for the C mask bit digits is shown in FIGS. 
10a, 10b and 10c. Considering the right hand bit as bit 
No. 1, the '1' binary reset bit will be in position 2n, 
wherein “n” being a number 1-15 which identifies the par 
ticular C bit signal involved. All other bits are "0" bits. 
when the program calls for the resetting of a Cn bit 
marker in the interrupt register, the Cn mask bit digits 
involved are fed from the priority block involved to the 
accumulator of the computer and then serially beginning 
at interrupt time T1 with the lowest number bit first to 
terminal S23 connected also to the input of "and" gate 
40-21 in the status gate circuit 40. This will result in 
the resetting of the appropriate C bit marker in the inter 
rupt register. 
The Cn mask bit digits are also utilized to determine 

the presence of Cn markers in the interrupt register by an 
operation referred to as an extract C digits operation. 
First of all, the computer must carry out instruction word 
72 1024 which feeds the C and A digits in the interrupt 
register 33 to the accumulator as previously explained. 
Then the computer obeys an "extract C digit" instruction 
word 03 N which feeds the Cn mask bit digits from 
memory location N to the operations register where the C 
and A accumulator digits are automatically compared 
with the corresponding mask bit digits. The extract op 
eration automatically modifies the accumulator so that it. 
contains only a single “1” binary bit in the same bit posi 
tion as the Cn reset bit if the C and A digits have a Cn 
bit marker in the same position. (It will be noted that the 
Cn markers are located in the 2n bit position in the in 
terrupt register as are the Cn reset bits in the Cn mask 
bit digit groups.) Otherwise the accumulator ends up 
with all '0' bits. The extract (or collate) operation just 
described is an operation built into the 803 computer and 
is carried out by basic order number 03. Thus, the pres 
ence of a '1' bit in the accumulator after an extract op 
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eration indicates the presence of a Cn bit marker in the 
interrupt register where the appropriate sub-routine of 
the shared program routine (level 5) will be carried out. 

Each program routine which initiates a pseudo inter 
rupt demand signal has a group of priority level An mask 
bit digits stored in one of the storage positions in the as 
sociated priority level block of the computer memory. 
The An mask bit digits have the same format as the R 
mask bit digits as indicated in FIGS. 1 la through 11d. 
Accordingly, each group of pseudo priority level mask bit 
digits comprises a “0” binary bit in each bit position ex 
cept position 2n-1 (where n is the number of the priority 
level involved) which has a '1' binary state bit which 
generates the interrupt demand signal. When a pseudo 
interrupt demand signal is to be generated, the pseudo 
priority level mask bit digits are fed from the computer 
memory to the accumulator and at time T1 serially from 
the accumulator to the “and” gate 40-7 (FIG. 3A) with 
the least significant digit first. 

(n) Exemplary program routines 
To illustrate actual applications of the priority inter 

rupt system of the invention, five specific program routines 
together with the instruction word groups stored in the 
computer memory will now be described. Other routines 
are referred to but are not disclosed in detail. The five 
routines are, in general, highly simplified routines to avoid 
unduly complicating this disclosure with needless and diffi 
cult to follow program steps. For example, normally the 
multiplexer input routine would be an almost continuous 
routine including the steps of comparing the scanned data 
with high and/or low alarm or control limits and effecting 
an alarm or control function if the limits are exceeded. 
These operations require a very large number of program 
steps which would unduly encumber this disclosure. In 
stead, the illustrative routine is triggered every five min 
utes where the only basic system operations to be il 
lustrated is the storing of the scanned data values in the 
computer memory and the setting of the multiplexer to 
scan the next point until all points are scanned. This 
exemplary routine in association with the other routines 
is sufficient to illustrate the advantages and utility of the 
invention. 

PRIORITY LEVEL 1-CLOCK ROUTINE 

Every 15 seconds, a clock contact closure initiates an 
interrupt in level 1. Since this is the highest level, there 
will be an immediate interrupt of the existing program and 
the computer will be made to obey the priority orders of 
level 1 which are located in computer memory location 
5. After storing away both the sequence register and the 
accumulator, the program of level 1 is started. 
There are two counters in this program which are num 

bers stored in address locations 117 and 118, one, for the 
5 minute count and the other, for the hour count. A 
count of one is added to the 5 minute counter and the 
result is checked if it has reached a count of 20 (5 min 
utes). If not, the program proceeds to the exit sub 
routine. If yes, a count of one is added to the hour 
counter and the result is checked for a count of 12 (1 
hour). If not, it means that the hour has not been 
reached and hence, the 5 minute counter is cleared to zero 
and the multiplexer is switched to point number 1 by feed 
ing the R1 mask bit digits stored in the 100's storage block 
to the multiplexer control circuit to be described. These 
digits have a "1" bit in the right hand bit position repre 
senting point No. 1. In this way, the scan cycle is started 
every 5 minutes and will be continued on level 2. After 
addressing the multiplexer, the program proceeds to the 
exit sub-routine. 
Going back to the test of the hour counter, if it is 

found that the hour has been reached, a pseudo interrupt 
1S set for level 4 to initiate a log by feeding the An pseudo 
priority level mask bit digits stored in the 100's storage 
block to the accumulator and then to the interrupt ap 
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paratus as above described. The pSuedo interrupt signal 
will be stored in the interrupt register as a first or Second 
demand depending on whether that routine is in use. 
Since level 4 is a lower level than the current program 
level 1, it will be entered only after level 1 is exited and 
provided levels 2 and 3 are not active or have demands. Returning to the program, after setting the pseudo in 
terrupt to level 4, both counters are cleared to zero, the 
multiplexer is set to point number 1 as stated above, and 
the program proceeds to the exit sub-routine. 
Table IV shows the stored program and other ditta 

stored in the 100's storage block of the computer memory 
for priority level 1. FIG. 13 is a flow diagram of this 
routine. 

5 
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Table IV.-Contents of 100's storage block in computer 
memory for priority level 1 

Storage 
address: Contents of storage address 

100------------ Sequence Counter Storage 
101------------ Instruction Word 20 6: 22 17 

(Store Acc. Contents: Add l to 
Counter | } 2.5 

102------------ Instruction Word 30 1 17: 05 112 
(Counter 1 minus 20 to Acc.) 

103------------ Instruction Word 42 06: 30 1 13 
(Transfer if Acc. is 0; R1 Reset 

Bit Digits to Acc.) 
104------------ Instruction Word 75 4096: 30 1 16 

(Reset R1: Old Acc. Contents to 
Acc.) 

105------------ Instruction Word OO 100/ 40 0 
(Transfer to Interrupted Pro. 3, 
gram) 

106------------ Instruction Word 22 118: 30 18 
(Add 1 to Counter 2: Counter 2 

to Acc.) 
107------------ Instruction Word (05 14: 42 110 4t) 

(Counter 2 minus 12 to Acc.: 
Transfer if Acc. is zero) 

108------------ Instruction Word 26 117: 30 13 
(Clear Counter 1: Multiplexer 
Switch R1 Bit to Acc.) 45 

109------------ Instruction Word 75 1024: 40 104 
(Switch Multiplexer to Point 1: 
Transfer to Exit Sequence) 

10------------ Instruction Word 30 1 15: 75 644 
(A4 Set Mask Bit Digits to Acc.: 50 

Signal Pseudo to Level 4) 
111------------ Instruction Word 26 118: 40 108 

(Clear Counter 2: Transfer to 
Location 108) 

112------------ Upper Limit for Counter 1 (20) 55 
113------------ R1 Reset Mask Bit Digits 
114------------ Upper Limit for Counter 2 (12) 
115------------ A4 Set Mark Bit Digits to Gen 

erate Pseudo Interrupt Signal 
116------------ Old Acc. Storage 60 
117------------ Counter 1 
118------------ Counter 2 

PRIORITY LEVEL 2-MULTIPLEXER INPUT 55 
ROUTINE 

The object of this routine is to cause the scanner or 
multiplexer 4 to scan all input points or variables once 
every five minutes. When a program step requests the 70 
scanning of a particular point, a binary coded signal 
identifying the point is fed from the computer accumula 
tor to a multiplexer address register 48-1 forming part 
of a multiplexer control circuit generally indicated by 
reference numeral 48 (FIG. 3D). The multiplexer ad 73 
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dress register 48-1 contains a straight binary code group 
which identifies the point to be scanned. The multiplexer 
address register 48-1 may comprise a shift register with 
a bistable circuit for each bit of the code group stored 
therein and respective output lines 48-1a respectively ex 
tending from the individual bistable circuits to the multi 
plexer 4. The multiplexer 4 may comprise a conven 
tional matrix circuit controlled by transistor, relay or 
other switches which are opened and closed in accordance 
with the “” and "O' binary stage signals on the output 
lines 48-1a. 
The binary coded information is fed to the multiplexer 

address register serially from the output of an "and" gate 
48-2 having three inputs. One of these inputs extends 
from point S23 (FIG. 5) in the computer operations 
register where it receives serially the various binary bits 
stored in the accumulator at the time a multiplexer 
switching operation is called for by the program routine 
involved. A second input line is a T1 through T29 line 
extending to the correspondingly identified output 35-1 
of the tinner shift register 35 which provides pulses at 
every time unit T1 through T29. 
The third input to the “and” gate 48-2 extends to the 

M output of a flip-flop circuit 48–3. The M output has 
a '1' binary state signal when the flip-flop circuit is set 
and a “0” binary state signal when the circuit is reset, 
The flip-flop circuit 48-3 is reset by a time T30 pulse fed 
to an input reset line T30 extending to the correspond 
ingly identified output of the shift register timer 35. The 
flip-flop circuit 48-3 has a set input line extending to the 
output of an "and" gate 48-4 which provides pulses syn 
chronous with the T1-T29 times when the program calls 
for the switching of the multiplexer to the next point by 
order number 75 1024. The input multiplexer routine 
calls for this order once during each operation of the 
input routine as long as a point remains to be scanned 
during each five minute scan cycle. When the last point 
is scanned, this order is not called for until the 75 1024 
order is called for by the clock routine approximately 
5 minutes later. The latter gate is opened to produce 
these pulses by the connection of one of the inputs there 
of by a line 48–4 to the output of "and" gate 41-2 in 
the decoding gate circuit 41. The “and” gate 48-4 has 
another input extending to the output connection S17-10 
of the address register 8-3 (FIG. 5A). 
The output of the "and" gate 48-4 also extends to the 

set input of a monostable circuit 48-5 which is triggered 
or set when the program calls for a multiplexer switching 
operation. The monostable circuit 48-5 has an output 
48-5" which has a "l' binary state signal when the mono 
stable is in its normal or reset condition and a “0” binary 
State signal when it is in its set condition. The mono 
stable circuit 48-5 remains set for a time sufficient to en 
able the multiplexer to be set to its next point and to feed 
the output of the transducers through the analog to digital 
converter to the F.A. register 7 (FIG. 1). Then the cir 
cuit automatically returns to a normal reset condition. 
The presence of a '1' binary state signal at the output 

48-5' is a "not busy' or “ready' signal which, unless lock 
out is present, will initiate an interrupt operation in the 
manner previously indicated. The output 48-5 is thus 
connected by the aforementioned "ready" line 14 to the 
patchboard 30. A lockout operation will occur if the 
original '1' binary state signal remains on the line 14 
after the completion of the multiplexer input routine. 
This does not occur during the usual 5 minute scanning 
cycle because each input routine cycle except the last 
point scan cycle calls for the switching of the multiplexer 
which triggers the monostable circuit 48-5 momentarily 
to cancel the "ready' signal and to initiate a second de 
mand signal. The last point scan cycle does not call for 
the multiplexer switching operation (order 75 1024) so 
that lockout will then occur because the monostable 48-5 
will remain reset and provide a persisting demand signal. 
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The program runs as follows: When the multiplexer 
"ready' signal is detected, interrupt to level 2 is initiated 
provided level 1 is not active. Interrupt forces the com 
puter to obey the priority orders in location 6 which 
stores the sequence counter and transfers the program 
related to this level. 
A read ADC instruction is issued which causes the 

ADC to read the value of the point to which the multi 
plexer is connected, and the value is automatically stored 
in a buffer register (i.e. the F.A. register 7). Meanwhile 
the accumulator is stored for safekeeping. 
A count of 1 is added to a location in memory. The 

resultant count is actually the address of the next point 
to be selected by the multiplexer. The F.A. register is 
read, namely the point value, and placed in the respective 
location for that point in the "value block" in memory, 
namely location 1000 plus the count. A check is made 
whether the count has the maximum number equivalent 
to the maximum number of process points. If not, the 
multiplexer is switched to that number and the program 
proceeds to the exit sub-routine. If the maximum num 
ber is exceeded, then the count is cleared to zero and the 
program proceeds to the exit sub-routine without setting 
the multiplexer. This causes that level 2 to lock-out and 
will not be active until the 5 minutes have elapsed, when 
level 1 (i.e., the clock) will reactivate it. 
Table V shows the stored program and other data 

stored in the 200's storage block of the computer memory 
for priority level 2. FIG. 14 is a flow diagram of this 
routine. 

Table V-Contents of 200's storage block in computer 
memory for priority level 2 

Storage 
address: Contents of storage address 
200------------ Sequence Counter Storage 
201------------ Instruction Word 63 0: 20 212 

(Digital Input to F.A. Register: 
Store Acc. in Location 212) 

202------------ Instruction Word 22 213: 72 2048 
(Add 1 to Point Count: F.A. 

Register to Acc.) 
203------------ Instruction Word OO 213/30 1000 

(Store Input Data in Location 
1000 plus Point Count) 

204------------ Instruction Word 30 211: 05 213 
(N minus Point Count to Acc.) 

205------------ Instruction Word 42 2.09: O2 2.13 
(Transfer to Location 209a if 

Last Point: 1 plus Point Count 
to Acc.) 

206------------ Instruction Word 75 1024; 30 210 
(Switch Multiplexer to Next 

Point: R2 Reset Mask Bit to 
Acc.) 

207------------ Instruction Word 75 4096: 30 212 
(Reset Ra: Restore Old Acc. 
Contents) 

208------------ Instruction Word 00 200/ 400 
(Transfer to Interrupted Pro 
gram) 

209------------ Instruction Word 26 2.13: 44206 
(Clear Point Counter: Transfer 

to Exit, Location 206b) 
210------------ R2 Reset Mask Bit Digits 
211------------ Number of Points to be Scanned 
212------------ Old Acc. Storage 
213------------ Point Counter 

PRIORITY LEVEL 3-BINARY TO DECIMAL 
CONVERSION ROUTINE 
Four digit positive integer) 

In this program, a technique is used for elimination of 
queuing and interaction when more than one program or 
level share a common routine. As an example, one may 
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consider a square root routine, or a binary to decimal 
conversion routine, etc. as a routine which exists in 
memory and which is available for use by any level. 
Once, say a conversion is started, it is important not to 
enter that routine until the conversion is completed; other 
wise, data in working store pertaining to the interrupted 
conversion may be lost. The technique used is to assign 
by pseudo interrupt, a level to that shared routine, higher 
than the level of any of the programs which will use it. 
The following is the program flow for level 3: Entry 

to level 3 is made by pseudo interrupt demand signals 
either from level 4, the log routine, or level 5, the opera 
tors' requests routine. Either level (4 or 5) requests the 
same facility from level 3, namely binary to decimal 
conversion. 
When a pseudo interrupt demand signal is detected, an 

interrupt will be initiated provided the higher levels are 
not active, which will cause the computer to obey the 
priority orders for level 3 located in memory, location 7, 
and hence the sequence counter is stored, and the com 
puter transfers to the program related to this level. 
The number to be converted is already in the accumula 

tor and hence the conversion is immediately started. The 
result is formed in the accumulator, and, on termination 
of the conversion, the program proceeds to the exit sub 
routine, which leaves the result in the accumulator. 
Table VI shows the program instruction word groups 

and other data in the 300's storage block for priority level 
2. FIG. 15 is a flow diagram of this routine. 

Table VI.-Contents of 300's storage block in computer 
memory for priority level 3 

Storage 
address: Contents of storage address 

300------------ Sequence Counter Storage 
301------------ Instruction Word 26 320; 05 316 

(Clear Location 320: Subtract 
1000 from Acc.) 

302------------ Instruction Word 45 303: 22 320 
(Transfer to Location 303b if 
Acc. Negative: increment Lo 
cation 320) 

303------------ Instruction Word 44 301: 04 316 
(Transfer to Location 301b: Add 

1000 to Acc.) 
304------------ Instruction Word 10 320: 555 

(Exchange Acc. and Location 
320: Shift Acc, 5 Bits Left) 

305------------ Instruction Word 10 320: 05 317 
(Exchange Acc. and Location 

320: Subtract 100 from Acc.) 
Storage 

address: Contents of storage address 
306------------ Instruction Word 45 307: 22 320 

(Transfer to Location 307b if 
Acc. Negative: Increment Lo 
cation 320) 

307--------- - Instruction Word 44 305: 04 317 
(Transfer to Location 305b: 
Add 100 to Acc.) 

308------------ Instruction Word 10 320: 555 
(Exchange Acc. and Location 
320: Shift Acc. 5 Bits Left) 

309------------ Instruction Word 10 320: 05 318 
(Exchange Acc. and Location 

320: Subtract 10 from Acc.) 
310------------ Instruction Word 45 311: 22 320 

(Transfer to Location 311b if 
Acc. Negative: Increment Lo 
cation 320) 

311------------ Instruction Word 44 309: 04318 
(Transfer to Location 309b: Add 

10 to Acc.) 
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312------------ Instruction Word 10 320: 555 
(Exchange Acc. and Location 

320: Shift Acc. 5 Bits Left) 
313------------ Instruction Word 04 320: 10 319 

(Add Location 320 to Acc.: Ex 
change Acc. and R3 Reset 
Mask Bit Digits) 

314------------ Instruction Word 75 4096: 10 319 
(Reset R3: Exchange Acc, and 

Location 319) 
315------------ Instruction Word 00 300/40 0 

(Transfer to Interrupted Pro 
gram) 

316------------ 1000 
317------------ 100 
318------------ 10 
319------------ R3 Reset Mask Bit Digits 
320------------ Workspace 

PRIORITY LEVEL 4-LOG DATA PREPARATION 
ROUTINE 

The object of this program is to prepare the binary 
data for printout by supervising the conversion to deci 
mal code and by entering the converted data in log data 
block address 2000 to 2000 plus N, where N is the num 
ber of process inputs. 

Entry to this level is through pseudo interrupt demand 
signals either from level 1 at every hour, defining the 
beginning of a log, or from level 5, if an operator requests 
a log by pushbutton. 
The interrupt starts as soon as the higher levels are in 

active. This forces the computer to obey the priority 
orders for this level 4 located in memory location 8, which 
stores the sequence counter and transfers to the program 
pertaining to this level. 
The intention is to read the binary value of a point n, 

which is stored in memory location 1000 plus n, convert 
it to decimal code by means of the routine in level 3, 
and then store it away in location 2000 plus n. A loca 
tion in memory is used to keep track of the number of 
iterations until all points have been dealt with. This 
location will be called the counter. 

Returning to the program, after the priority orders have 
been obeyed, the accumulator is stored for safekeeping 
and the counter is cleared. 
A pseudo interrupt demand marker is set for level 3, 

and while this is taking place (4 word times), a count of 
one is added to the counter. An address is formed by 
adding 1000 to the count, and the contents of that ad 
dress are copied in the accumulator, namely the value 
of point 1. At this time interrupt takes place to level 3, 
which starts the conversion of the data in the accumulator. 
When level 3 is excited, the program in level 4 is re 

sumed as follows. The contents of the accumulator are 
stored in memory location 2000 plus the count, Then, 
the count is compared against N, the number of process 
points. If equal, no further iterations are needed. A 
pseudo interrupt demand marker is set for level 7, the 
output routine, to complete the log operation at another 
level, and the program proceeds to the exit sub-routine. 
If, on the other hand, the comparison is not equal, an 
other iteration is performed. 

Table VII shows the program instruction word groups 
and other data in the 400's storage block for priority level 
4. FIG. 16 is a flow diagram of this routine. 

PRIORITY LEVEL 5-OPERATORS’ REQUESTS 
ROUTINE 

The object of this program is to accept, interpret, and 
process operators' requests. In this level, two operators' 
requests will be assumed which are initiated by pushbut 
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other, a visual display of the first highest current value 
detected of all process points. 

With the advent of an interrupt in this level 5 and pro 
vided the higher levels are not active, the computer is 
made to obey the priority orders for this level located 
in the memory location 9, which stores the sequence 
counter and transfers to the program pertaining to this 
level. 

Next, the accumulator is stored for safekeeping, and 
at 1his point it is necessary to establish which request 
initiated the interrupt. This is done by copying the A 
and C digits of the interrupt register 33 into the accumula 
tor and examining the "C" digits in the manner previ 
ously explained. In this example, C1 was assigned as 
"Demand Log' and C2 as "Find and Convert Largest 
Value.' 

Table VII.-Contents of 400's storage block in computer 
memory for priority level 4 

Storage 
address: Contents of storage address 

400------------ Sequence Counter Storage 
401------------ Instruction Word 20 416: 26 417 

(Store Acc. in Location 416: 
Clear Counter in Location 417) 

402------------ Instruction Word 30 412: 75 6144 
(A3 Mask Bit Digits to Acc.: 

Signal Pseudo Interrupt) 
403------------ Instruction Word 22 417/ 30 

1000 
(Add 1 to Counter: Data Value 

to Acc.) 
404------------ Instruction Word 00 0: 00 0 

(Wait for Interrupt to Level 3) 
405------------ Instruction Word 00. 417/ 20 

2000 
(Store Converted Value in Loca 

tion 2000 plus Counter) 
406------------ Instruction Word 30 41.7: 0.5 413 

(Counter minus N to Acc.) 
407------------ Instruction Word 42 408: 40 402 

(Transfer to Location 408a if 
Acc. is Zero: Otherwise Trans 
fer to Location 402a) 

408------------ Instruction Word 30 414: 75 6144 
(A7 Mask Bit Digits to Acc.: Sig 

nal Pseudo Interrupt to Output 
Routine) 

409------------ Instruction Word 30 415: 75 4096 
(R4 Reset Mask Bit Digits to 

Acc. : Reset R4) 
4-10------------ Instruction Word 30 416: 00 0 

(Restore Old Acc. Contents) 
411------------ Instruction Word 00 400/ 400 

(Transfer to Interrupted Pro 
gram) 

412------------ A3 Mask Bit Digits to Generate 
Pseudo Interrupt Signal 

413------------ Number of Values to be Con 
verted 

414------------ A7 Mask Bit Digits to Generate 
Pseudo Interrupt Signal 

415------------ R4 Reset Mask Bit Digits 
416------------ Old Acc. Storage 
417------------ Counter 

The C1 bit marker position is first examined for its 
presence. If the C1 bit marker is present, it is reset and 
a pseudo interrupt demand marker is set for level 4 in 
order to initiate the log sub-routine and the program pro 
ceeds to the exit sub-routine. 

It is not necessary to examine for the presence of the 
tons 22a and 22b; one, requesting a log printout, and the 75 other C bit markers prior to exit because as soon as the 
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exit sub-routine is completed, an interrupt would be auto 
matically reinitiated by the other C digit, if present. 

If the C1 bit marker is not present, the C2 bit marker 
is reset (in this example of two demands), and the itera 
tion counter is cleared. This counter is actually a loca 
tion in memory in which a count is stored representing 
the number of iterations gone through, and, at the same 
time indicating the point number whose value is being 
examined. Hence after the counter is reset and location 
3000 in which will be stored the highest value found, is 
reset, a count of one is added to the counter. This count 
added to 1000 forms an address from which the value of 
the first point in the value block in memory is copied into 
the accumulator. This value is subtracted from the con 
tents of 3000. If negative, the new number is higher 
and is placed in location 3000 while the count which de 
fines the point number is placed in 3001. If the sub 
traction is positive, the value is disregarded, leaving the 
contents of locations 3000 and 3001 unmodified. 
The counter value is then checked to see if it has 

reached a value equal to N, the number of process points. 
If not, the iteration is restarted while if yes, the iterations 
are completed. It is now necessary to convert the value 
in locations 3000 and 3001 from binary to decimal code. 
This is done by setting a pseudo interrupt demand bit 
marker for level 3 twice. During the first time, the con 
tents of memory location 3000 are copied into the ac 
cumulator to convert the value, and during the second 
time, the contents of memory location 3001 are copied 
into the accumulator to convert the point number. 
With the termination of both conversions in level 3 

and the return of the program to level 5, a pseudo inter 
rupt demand marker is set to level 8 in order to enable 
the program to proceed later and execute a visual display 
output operation. Upon the completion of this opera 
tion, the program transfers to the exit sub-routine. 

Table VIII shows the program instruction word groups 
and other data in the 400's storage block for priority level 
5. FIG. 17 is a flow diagram of this routine. 
PRIORITY LEVEL 7-PRINTER OUTPUT ROUTINE 

This program organizes the transmission of data to an 
output device such as the log typewriter 10 (see FIG. 
2A). Information is fed from the computer memory to 
the operations register and then to output buffer register 
generally indicated by reference numeral 50 in FIG. 2A. 
The data, in turn, is fed to a gate 52 and an output data 
register 54 connected to the input of the typewriter 10. 

Since the contents of this program will not add any 
thing materially to the explanation of the operation of 
the interrupt system, the program is not detailed herein. 
PRIORITY LEVEL 8-VISUAL DISPLAY OUTPUT 

ROUTINE 

This program organizes the transmission of data from 
a suitable register, such as the output buffer register 50, 
through a gate 55 to a visual display register 56. The 
output of the visual display register 56, in turn, is con 
nected to the visual display unit 10' which indicates on 
lights or other means information 
Table VIII.-Contents of 500's storage block in computer 

memory for priority level 5 
Storage 

address: Contents of storage address 
500------------ Sequence Counter Storage 
501------------ Instruction Word 20 530: 72 1024 

(Stores Acc. in Location 530: 
Copy Interrupt Register to 
Acc.) 

502------------ Instruction Word 03 523: 42 507 
(Extract C1 Bit Marker and Feed 

to Acc.: Transfer to Location 
507a if all Acc. Digits are 
Zero) 
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503------------ Instruction Word 75 4096: 30526 
(Reset C1: A4 Set Mask Bit 

Digits to Acc.) 
504------------ Instruction word 75 6144: 30 527 

(Signal Pseudo Interrupt: R5 Re 
Set Mask Bit Digits to Acc.) 

505------------ Instruction Word 75 4096: 30530 
(Reset R5: Old Acc. Contents to 
Acc.) 

506------------ Instruction Word 00 500/ 40 0 
(Exit to Interrupted Program) 

507------------ Instruction Word 30 524: 75 4096 
(C2 Reset Mask Bit Digits to 
Acc. : Reset C2) 

508------------ Instruction Word 26 531: 263000 
(Clear Counter in Location 531: 

Clear Location 3000) 
509------------ Instruction Word 22531/ 30 1000 

(Add 1 to Counter: Data Value 
to Acc.) 

510------------ Instruction Word 07 3000; 42 513 
(Contents Location 3000 minus 
Acc. to Acc. Transfer to Loca 
tion 513a if Acc. Negative) 

511------------ Instruction Word 30. 531 : 05 529 
(Counter minus N to Acc.) 

512------------ Instruction Word 42 515: 40509 
(Transfer to Location 515a if 
Counter equals N: Otherwise 
Transfer to Location 509a) 

513------------ Instruction Word 27 3000: 30531 
Clear Location 3000) 
minus Acc. Location 3000: 
Counter to Acc.) 

514------------ Instruction Word 20 3001: 40 5 11 
(Store Counter in Location 3001: 
Transfer to Location 511a) 

515------------ Instruction Word 30 525: 75 6144 
(A3. Set Mask Bit Digits to Acc.: 
Signal Pseudo Interrupt) 

516------------ Instruction Word 30 3000 : 000 
(Contents of Location 3000 to 
Acc.) 

517------------ Instruction Word 00 0: 00 0 
(Wait for Interrupt to Level 3) 

518------------ Instruction Word 20 3000: 30 525 
(Store Converted Value in Loca 

tion 3000: A3 Set Mask Bit 
Digits to Acc.) 

519------------ Instruction Word 75 6144: 
3001 

(Signal Pseudo Interrupt: Copy 
Location 3001 to Acc.) 

30 

520------------ IrStruction Word 00 0: 00 0 
(Wait for Interrupt to Level 3) 

521------------ Instruction Word 20 3001: 30528 
(Store Converted Number in Lo 

cation 3001: A8 Set Mask Bit 
Digits to Acc.) 

522------------ Instruction Word 40504: 
(Transfer to Location 504a) 

523------------ C1 Extractor and Reset Mask Bit 
Digits 

524------------ C2 Reset Mask Bit Digits 
525------------ A3 Set Mask Bit Digits 
526------------ A4 Set Mask Bit Digits 
527------------ R5 Reset Mask Bit Digits 
528------------ A8 Set Mask Bit Digits 
529------------ Number of Data Values (N) 
530------------ Old Acc, Storage 
531------------ Counter 

stored in the visual display register 56. 
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PRIORITY LEVEL 16-BASIC ROUTINE 
When no demands exist at any level, the computer does 

not stop but executes a program which is called the basic 
routine. This program then would have an imaginary 
level 16. 
The basic routine is a do-nothing loop which the com 

puter executes until a demand at any level appears. Al 
ternately, the basic routine may be a Test Program which 
tests for faults in the hardware of the machine. 

Initially, when the program is started the stop interrupt 
switch 42-24 (FIG. 3C) is closed to transfer to the basic 
routine. Then, the interrupt switch 42-24 is opened so 
that demand signals may operate the system. 

It should be understood that numerous modifications 
may be made of the preferred form of the invention above 
described, without deviating from the broader aspects of 
the invention. 
What I claim as new and desire to protect by Letters 

Patent of the United States is: 
1. In a monitoring system including program means for 

providing different program routines each of which, by 
various basic steps effective in sequence, carries out a 
different function, the improvement in a priority inter 
rupt system for automatically operating said routines in 
accordance with predetermined priority levels assigned to 
the respective routines, said priority interrupt system com 
prising: respective signaling means for generating inter 
rupt demand signals which call for operation of said 
program routines; interrupt register means having for 
each priority level and an A bit storage means for stor 
ing a marker indicating the present or absence of an inter 
rupt demand signal for the level involved and an R bit 
storage means for storing a marker indicating the cur 
rent activity or inactivity of a program routine having 
the priority level involved; means for setting an R bit 
marker in the R bit storage means of a given priority 
level when the program routine of the priority level has 
been activated and for removing the R bit marker when 
the routine is completed, means responsive to the pres 
ence of an interrupt demand signal for a priority level 
and the absence of corresponding A and R bit markers 
in said interrupt register means for setting an A bit 
marker in the A bit storage means of the priority level 
involved; means responsive to the absence of an inter 
rupt demand signal and the presence of an R bit marker 
for a given priority level for removing the corresponding 
A bit marker once the routine involved is activated; 
priority status scanning means for sequentially examin 
ing the information in said A and R bit storage means of 
said interrupt register means in the order of highest 
priority first, said priority status scanning means includ 
ing means responsive to the presence of an A bit marker 
and the absence of an R bit marker for interrupting the 
program routine in progress, means for storing informa 
tion on the point in the interrupted routine at which the 
interruption took place and initiating operation of the 
higher priority level routine, and means operative after 
completion of the higher priority level routine for resum 
ing the interrupted program at the point of interruption 
thereof. 2. In a monitoring or control system including com 
puter means having means for providing different pro 
gram routines each of which by various basic steps ef 
fected in sequence, carries out a different function, the 
improvement in a priority interrupt system for automati 
cally operating said routines in accordance with prede 
termined priority levels assigned to the respective rou 
tines, said priority interrupt system comprising: respective 
signaling means for generating interrupt signals which 
call for operation of said program routines; interrupt reg 
ister means including, for each priority level, an A bit 
storage means for storing a marker indicating the presence 
or absence of a demand signal for the level involved, an 
R bit storage means for storing a marker indicating the 
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current activity or inactivity of a program routine hav 
ing the priority level involved, and a B bit storage means 
for storing a marker indicating the persistence of the 
original demand signal after the demanded program rou 
tine has been completed; means for setting an R bit mark 
er in the R bit storage means of a given priority level 
when the program routine of the priority level has been 
activated and for removing the R bit marker when the 
routine is completed; means responsive to the presence 
of an interrupt demand signal for a given priority level 
and the absence of a corresponding B and R bit markers 
in Said interrupt register by setting an A bit marker in 
the A bit storage location of the interrupt register means 
for the priority level involved; means responsive to the 
presence of an A bit marker and the absence of a B bit 
marker in said interrupt register means upon comple 
tion of a given program routine for removing the latter 
A bit marker and setting a corresponding B it marker; 
and priority status means for examining the A and R bit 
storage means of said interrupt register means to deter 
mine the relative priorities of the currently active pro 
gram routine and the demanded but not fulfilled program 
routines, said priority status means being responsive to 
the presence of an A bit marker and the absence of the 
corresponding R bit marker for a program routine hav 
ing a higher priority level 1han the currently operating 
program routine and including means for interrupting the 
currently operating program routine, means for storing 
information on the point in the currently operating rou 
line at which the interruption takes place, means for 
initiating operation of the higher priority level routine, 
and means operative after carrying out the routine of 
higher priority for resuming the interrupted program at 
the point of interruption thereof. 

3. In a monitoring or control system including com 
puter means having means for providing different pro 
gram routines each of which, by various basic steps ef 
fected in sequence, carries out a different function, the 
improvement in a priority interrupt system for automa 
tically operating said routines in accordance with pre 
determined priority levels assigned to the respective rou 
tines, said priority interrupt system comprising; respec 
tive signaling means for generating interrupt signals which 
call for operation of said program routines; interrupt reg 
ister means having for each priority level an A bit storage 
means for storing a marker indicating the presence or 
absence of a demand signal for the level involved, an R 
bit storage means for storing a marker indicating the cur 
rent activity or inactivity of a program routine having the 
priority level involved, and a B bit storage means for stor 
ing a marker indicating the presence or absence of a sep 
arate second interrupt demand signal for a given level if 
the level is currently active; means for setting an R bit 
marker in the R bit storage means of a given priority 
level when the program routine of the priority level has 
been activated and for removing the R bit marker when 
the routine is completed; means responsive to the presence 
of an interrupt demand signal for a given priority level 
and the absence of a corresponding B and R bit markers 
in said interrupt register for setting an A bit marker in 
the A bit storage location of the interrupt register means 
for the priority level involved; means responsive to the 
absence of the interrupt demand signal for a given prior 
ity level and the presence of a corresponding R bit marker 
in said interrupt register means for removing the corre 
sponding A bit marker from said interrupt register means; 
means responsive to the presence of an interrupt demand 
signal for a given priority level, the presence of a cor 
responding R bit marker, and the absence of the corre 
sponding A bit marker in said interrupt register means 
indicating a second demand signal during the activation of 
the associated routine for setting a corresponding B bit 
marker in said interrupt register means; means respon 
sive to the completion of the latter routine for resetting 
the B bit marker and setting the corresponding A bit 
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marker to initiate a second operation of the routine; and 
priority status means for examining the A and R bit stor 
age locations of said interrupt register means to determine 
the relative priorities of the currently active program rou 
tine and the demanded but not fulfilled program routines, 
said priority status means including means responsive to 
the presence of an A bit marker and the absence of the 
corresponding R bit marker for a program routine hav 
ing a higher priority level than the currently operating 
program routine for interrupting the currently operating 
program routine and initiating operation of the higher 
priority level routine, said priority status means also in 
cluding means operated after carrying out the routine of 
higher priority for resuming the interrupted program at 
the point of interruption thereof. 

4. In a monitoring system including means for provid 
ing a selection of different program routines to be ren 
dered operative by respective priority level demand sig 
nals calling for their operation and each of which, by var 
ious basic program steps effected in sequence, carries out 
at least one distinctive function, the improvement in a 
program control system for automatically operating said 
routines, when operation thereof is demanded thereof, in 
a sequence determined by different levels of priority as 
signed thereto, said program control system comprising: 
signal means for providing priority level demand signals, 
control means responsive to the priority level demand 
signals for operating the demanded program routines in 
the order of their assigned priorities, and lockout means 
controlled by the signal means and responsive to the per 
sistence of a priority level demand signal beyond the com 
pletion of the associated program routine for prevent 
ing subsequent operation of said routine by said control 
means under the control of the priority level demand sig 
nal until the latter signal is removed and is re-established. 

5. In a monitoring system including means for pro 
viding a selection of different program routines to be ren 
dered operative by respective priority level demand sig 
nals calling for their operation and each of which, by 
various basic program steps effected in sequence, carries 
out at least one distinctive function, at least one of said 
program routines being a composite routine providing a 
number of sequentially operative sub-routines to be de 
manded by separate sub-routine demand signals and 
which carry out respectively different functions, the im 
provement in a program control system for automatically 
operating said routines when operation thereof is de 
manded thereof in a sequence determined by different 
levels of priority assigned thereto, said composite routine 
being assigned a single priority level, said program con 
trol system comprising: means for generating a priority 
level demand signal for said composite routine upon dis 
appearance of either of said sub-routine demand signals, 
control means responsive to the presence of said priority 
level demand signals for operating the demanded pro 
gram routines in the order of their assigned priorities, 
means responsive to the activation of said composite 
routine for operating the sub-routines demanded by said 
Sub-routine demand signals, lockout means responsive 
to the persistence of a priority level demand signal be 
yond the completion of the associated program routine for 
preventing subsequent operation of said routine by the 
priority level demand signal until the latter signal dis 
appears and is re-established again, and control means 
for disabling the lockout means to prevent lockout of 
said composite routine by the persistence of a sub-routine 
demand signal beyond one cycle of operation of the com 
posite routine, 

6. The monitoring system set forth in claim 5 in 
which said control means includes means for auto 
matically interrupting the single priority level demand 
signal for the composite routine. 

7. In a program controlled data handling machine ca 
pable of carrying out different programs assigned to differ 
ent priority levels, a plurality of signaling means ex 
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ternal to the machine providing interrupt demand sig 
nals representing requested interruptions in the program 
of the machine, first register means, means controlled 
by the signaling means for storing markers in the register 
means representing the signaling means from which in 
terrupt demand signals have been received, priority level 
assigning means, means controlled by the first register 
means for operating the priority level assigning means 
to assign a priority level to the requested interruption 
represented by the marker stored in the first register 
means, second register means controlled by the priority 
level assigning means for storing markers representing 
the assigned priority levels, and control means controlled 
by the second register means for controlling the ma 
chine to carry out different programs in descending prior 
ity in accordance with the markers stored in the second 
register means. 

8. In a program controlled data handing machine 
capable of carrying out different programs assigned to 
different priority levels, several of the programs being 
assigned to the same priority level, the combination of 
register means for storing a marker representing the 
priority level of the program being carried out by the 
machine, first control means for storing a marker in the 
register means in accordance with the program carried 
out by the machine, signaling means for generating in 
terrupt demand signals in accordance with the priority 
levels assigned to requested programs, second control 
means responsive to the interrupt demand signals for 
controlling the machine to perform the requested pro 
grams, and means controlled by the register means for 
inhibiting the performance of a requested program when 
the register contains a marker indicating that the ma 
chine is carrying out a program having the same priority 
level as the requested program. 

9. In a program controlled data handling machine 
capable of carrying out different programs assigned to 
different priority levels, several of the programs being 
assigned to the same priority level, the combination of 
register means for storing a marker representing the 
priority level of the program being carried out by the 
machine, first control means for storing a marker in the 
register means in accordance with the program carried 
out by the machine, signaling means for generating in 
terrupt demand signals in accordance with the priority 
levels assigned to requested programs, second control 
means responsive to the interrupt demand signals for con 
trolling the machine to perform the requested programs, 
means controlled by the register means for inhibiting the 
performance of a requested program when the register 
contains a marker indicating that the machine is carry 
ing out a program having the same priority level as the 
requested program, additional register means for storing 
markers representing the inhibited program, and means 
including the additional register means and controlled 
by the markers therein for controlling the machine to 
Subsequently perform the inhibited programs. 

10. A priority interrupt system for a data handing 
machine capable of carrying out a first number of dif 
ferent programs to which different levels of priority are 
assigned and capable of carrying out a second number 
of different programs each being assigned the same level 
of priority comprising a plurality of signaling lines, each 
of said signaling lines providing an interrupt signal repre 
Senting a specific one of said first number or said sec 
ond number of different programs and the priority level 
of a the requested program; first control means for 
controlling the machine to carry out requested programs 
in accordance with the priority levels assigned to the 
ignals provided by the lines; first register means provid 
ing a first plurality of first memory means, each of said 
first plurality of first memory means being individual 
to one of the lines; second register means providing a 
second plurality of second memory means, each of said 
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second plurality of second memory means being in 
dividual to one of said levels of priority; second control 
means controlled by the signaling lines and the machine 
for selectively operating each of said first plurality of 
first memory means and associated ones of said second 
pirality of second memory means in combination to 
one of three different states, a first state representing 
the absence of an interrupt signal from the related line, 
a second state representing the receipt of an interrupt 
signal from the related lines requesting a program that has 
not been initiated by the machine, and a third state repre 
senting the initiation but not the completion of a re 
quested program; and third control means controlled by 
the first and second register means in accordance with 
the states of the first plurality of first memory means 
and the second plurality of second memory means for 
controlling the first control means. 

11. A priority interrupt system as claimed in claim 
10 in which the third control means includes means con 
trolled by the first plurality of first memory means and 
the second plurality of second memory means for 
initiating the program requested by the highest priority 
line whose first and second memory means is are in 
the second state, said means including means for in 
hibiting the initiation of a requested program of either 
said first number or said second number of different 
programs if the related first and second memory 
means of the requested program is are in the third 
State. 

12. A priority interrupt system as claimed in claim 
10 including for a date handling machine capable of 
carrying out a number of different programs to which 
different levels of priority are assigned comprising a 
plurality of signaling lines, each of said signaling lines 
providing an interrupt signal representing the priority 
level of a requested program; first control means for 
controlling the machine to carry out requested programs 
in accordance with the priority levels assigned to the 
signals provided by the lines; register means providing 
a plurality of memory means each individual to one of 
the lines, second control means controlled by the sig 
maling lines and the machine for selectively operating 
each memory means to one of three different states, a 
first state representing the absence of an interrupt sig 
nal from the related line, a second state representing 
the receipt of an interrupt signal from the related line 
requesting a program that has not been initiated by the 
machine, and a third state representing the initiation but 
not the completion of a requested program; third Con 
trol means controlled by the register means in accord 
ance with the staes of the plurality of memory means 
for controlling the first control means, and means con 
trolled by the signaling lines and the register means for 
operating the memory means for a given line to a fourth 
state when a second interrupt demand occurs on a given 
line before the program requested by the first demand 
has been completed. 

13. A priority interrupt system as claimed in claim 
10 in which the system includes for a data handling 
machine capable of carrying out a number of different 
programs to which different levels of priority are as 
signed comprising a plurality of signaling lines, each 
of said signaling lines providing an interrupt signal re 
presenting the priority level of a requested program, 
first control means for controlling the machine to carry 
out requested programs in accordance with the Priority 
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levels assigned to the signals provided by the lines; 
register means providing a plurality of memory means 
each individual to one of the lines; second control means 
controlled by the signaling lines and the machine for 
selectively operating each memory means to one of three 
different states, a first state representing the absence of 
an interrupt signal from the related line, a second state 
representing the receipt of an interrupt signal from the 
related line requesting a program that has not been 
initiated by the machine, and a third state representing 
the initiation but not the completion of a requested pro 
gram; third control means controlled by the register means 
in accordance with the states of the plurality of memory 
means for controlling the first control means, and 
a number of additional lines for requesting programs 
assigned to the same priority level, and in which assign 
ing means are provided for assigning to the additional 
lines a priority of access to the single priority level com 
mon to all of the additional lines. 

14. A priority interrupt system as claimed in claim 
10 in which the register means includes for a data 
handling machine capable of carrying out a number of 
different programs to which different levels of priority 
are assigned comprising a plurality of signaling lines, 
each of said signaling lines providing an interrupt signal 
representing the priority level of a requested program; 
first control means for controlling the machine to carry 
out requested programs in accordance with the priority 
levels assigned to the signals provided by the lines; 
register means providing a plurality of memory means 
each individual to one of the lines; second control means 
controlled by the signaling lines and the machine for se 
lectively operating each nemory means to one of three 
different states, a first state representing the absence of 
an interrupt signal from the related line, a second state 
representing the receipt of an interrupt signal from the 
related line requesting a program that has not been 
initiated by the machine, and a third state representing 
the initiation but not the completion of a requested pro 
gram, and third control means controlled by the register 
means in accordance with the states of the plurality of 
memory means for controlling the first control means; 
said register means including a signal circulating loop 
in which the various memory means are defined by time 
spaced sectors of the pool. 
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